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Abstract

In this survey, we give an overview of invariant interest point detectors,
how they evolved over time, how they work, and what their respective
strengths and weaknesses are. We begin with defining the properties of
the ideal local feature detector. This is followed by an overview of the
literature over the past four decades organized in different categories of
feature extraction methods. We then provide a more detailed analysis
of a selection of methods which had a particularly significant impact on
the research field. We conclude with a summary and promising future
research directions.



1
Introduction

In this section, we discuss the very nature of local (invariant) fea-
tures. What do we mean with this term? What is the advantage of
using local features? What can we do with them? What would the ideal
local feature look like? These are some of the questions we attempt to
answer.

1.1 What are Local Features?

A local feature is an image pattern which differs from its immediate
neighborhood. It is usually associated with a change of an image prop-
erty or several properties simultaneously, although it is not necessarily
localized exactly on this change. The image properties commonly con-
sidered are intensity, color, and texture. Figure 1.1 shows some exam-
ples of local features in a contour image (left) as well as in a grayvalue
image (right). Local features can be points, but also edgels or small
image patches. Typically, some measurements are taken from a region
centered on a local feature and converted into descriptors. The descrip-
tors can then be used for various applications.
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Fig. 1.1 Importance of corners and junctions in visual recognition [20] and an image example
with interest points provided by a corner detector (cf. Section 3.2).

1.2 Why Local Features?

As discussed shortly in the preface, local (invariant) features are a
powerful tool, that has been applied successfully in a wide range of
systems and applications.

In the following, we distinguish three broad categories of feature
detectors based on their possible usage. It is not exhaustive or the only
way of categorizing the detectors but it emphasizes different proper-
ties required by the usage scenarios. First, one might be interested in
a specific type of local features, as they may have a specific seman-
tic interpretation in the limited context of a certain application. For
instance, edges detected in aerial images often correspond to roads; blob
detection can be used to identify impurities in some inspection task;
etc. These were the first applications for which local feature detec-
tors have been proposed. Second, one might be interested in local fea-
tures since they provide a limited set of well localized and individually
identifiable anchor points. What the features actually represent is not
really relevant, as long as their location can be determined accurately
and in a stable manner over time. This is for instance the situation in
most matching or tracking applications, and especially for camera cal-
ibration or 3D reconstruction. Other application domains include pose
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estimation, image alignment or mosaicing. A typical example here are
the features used in the KLT tracker [228]. Finally, a set of local features
can be used as a robust image representation, that allows to recognize
objects or scenes without the need for segmentation. Here again, it
does not really matter what the features actually represent. They do
not even have to be localized precisely, since the goal is not to match
them on an individual basis, but rather to analyze their statistics. This
way of exploiting local features was first reported in the seminal work
of [213] and [210] and soon became very popular, especially in the
context of object recognition (both for specific objects as well as for
category-level recognition). Other application domains include scene
classification, texture analysis, image retrieval, and video mining.

Clearly, each of the above three categories imposes its own con-
straints, and a good feature for one application may be useless in the
context of a different problem. These categories can be considered when
searching for suitable feature detectors for an application at hand. In
this survey, we mainly focus on the second and especially the third
application scenario.

Finally, it is worth noting that the importance of local features
has also been demonstrated in the context of object recognition by
the human visual system [20]. More precisely, experiments have shown
that removing the corners from images impedes human recognition,
while removing most of the straight edge information does not. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.1.

1.3 A Few Notes on Terminology

Before we discuss feature detectors in more detail, let us explain some
terminology commonly used in the literature.

1.3.1 Detector or Extractor?

Traditionally, the term detector has been used to refer to the tool that
extracts the features from the image, e.g., a corner, blob or edge detec-
tor. However, this only makes sense if it is a priori clear what the
corners, blobs or edges in the image are, so one can speak of “false
detections” or “missed detections.” This only holds in the first usage
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scenario mentioned earlier, not for the last two, where extractor would
probably be semantically more correct. Still, the term detector is widely
used. We therefore also stick to this terminology.

1.3.2 Invariant or Covariant?

A similar discussion holds for the use of “invariant” or “covariant.”
A function is invariant under a certain family of transformations if
its value does not change when a transformation from this family is
applied to its argument. A function is covariant when it commutes
with the transformation, i.e., applying the transformation to the argu-
ment of the function has the same effect as applying the transformation
to the output of the function. A few examples may help to explain the
difference. The area of a 2D surface is invariant under 2D rotations,
since rotating a 2D surface does not make it any smaller or bigger. But
the orientation of the major axis of inertia of the surface is covariant
under the same family of transformations, since rotating a 2D sur-
face will affect the orientation of its major axis in exactly the same
way. Based on these definitions, it is clear that the so-called local scale
and/or affine invariant features are in fact only covariant. The descrip-
tors derived from them, on the other hand, are usually invariant, due to
a normalization step. Since the term local invariant feature is so widely
used, we nevertheless use “invariant” in this survey.

1.3.3 Rotation Invariant or Isotropic?

A function is isotropic at a particular point if it behaves the same in
all directions. This is a term that applies to, e.g., textures, and should
not be confused with rotational invariance.

1.3.4 Interest Point, Region or Local Feature?

In a way, the ideal local feature would be a point as defined in geometry:
having a location in space but no spatial extent. In practice however,
images are discrete with the smallest spatial unit being a pixel and
discretization effects playing an important role. To localize features in
images, a local neighborhood of pixels needs to be analyzed, giving
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all local features some implicit spatial extent. For some applications
(e.g., camera calibration or 3D reconstruction) this spatial extent is
completely ignored in further processing, and only the location derived
from the feature extraction process is used (with the location sometimes
determined up to sub-pixel accuracy). In those cases, one typically uses
the term interest point.

However, in most applications those features also need to be
described, such that they can be identified and matched, and this again
calls for a local neighborhood of pixels. Often, this neighborhood is
taken equal to the neighborhood used to localize the feature, but this
need not be the case. In this context, one typically uses the term region
instead of interest point. However, beware: when a local neighborhood
of pixels is used to describe an interest point, the feature extraction
process has to determine not only the location of the interest point,
but also the size and possibly the shape of this local neighborhood.
Especially in case of geometric deformations, this significantly compli-
cates the process, as the size and shape have to be determined in an
invariant (covariant) way.

In this survey, we prefer the use of the term local feature, which can
be either points, regions or even edge segments.

1.4 Properties of the Ideal Local Feature

Local features typically have a spatial extent, i.e., the local neigh-
borhood of pixels mentioned above. In contrast to classical segmen-
tation, this can be any subset of an image. The region boundaries
do not have to correspond to changes in image appearance such as
color or texture. Also, multiple regions may overlap, and “uninter-
esting” parts of the image such as homogeneous areas can remain
uncovered.

Ideally, one would like such local features to correspond to seman-
tically meaningful object parts. In practice, however, this is unfeasible,
as this would require high-level interpretation of the scene content,
which is not available at this early stage. Instead, detectors select local
features directly based on the underlying intensity patterns.
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Good features should have the following properties:

• Repeatability: Given two images of the same object or scene,
taken under different viewing conditions, a high percentage
of the features detected on the scene part visible in both
images should be found in both images.

• Distinctiveness/informativeness: The intensity patterns
underlying the detected features should show a lot of varia-
tion, such that features can be distinguished and matched.

• Locality: The features should be local, so as to reduce the
probability of occlusion and to allow simple model approx-
imations of the geometric and photometric deformations
between two images taken under different viewing conditions
(e.g., based on a local planarity assumption).

• Quantity: The number of detected features should be suffi-
ciently large, such that a reasonable number of features are
detected even on small objects. However, the optimal number
of features depends on the application. Ideally, the number
of detected features should be adaptable over a large range
by a simple and intuitive threshold. The density of features
should reflect the information content of the image to provide
a compact image representation.

• Accuracy: The detected features should be accurately local-
ized, both in image location, as with respect to scale and
possibly shape.

• Efficiency: Preferably, the detection of features in a new
image should allow for time-critical applications.

Repeatability, arguably the most important property of all, can be
achieved in two different ways: either by invariance or by robustness.

• Invariance: When large deformations are to be expected,
the preferred approach is to model these mathematically if
possible, and then develop methods for feature detection that
are unaffected by these mathematical transformations.

• Robustness: In case of relatively small deformations, it often
suffices to make feature detection methods less sensitive to
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such deformations, i.e., the accuracy of the detection may
decrease, but not drastically so. Typical deformations that
are tackled using robustness are image noise, discretization
effects, compression artifacts, blur, etc. Also geometric and
photometric deviations from the mathematical model used
to obtain invariance are often overcome by including more
robustness.

1.4.1 Discussion

Clearly, the importance of these different properties depends on the
actual application and settings, and compromises need to be made.

Repeatability is required in all application scenarios and it directly
depends on the other properties like invariance, robustness, quantity
etc. Depending on the application increasing or decreasing them may
result in higher repeatability.

Distinctiveness and locality are competing properties and cannot be
fulfilled simultaneously: the more local a feature, the less information is
available in the underlying intensity pattern and the harder it becomes
to match it correctly, especially in database applications where there
are many candidate features to match to. On the other hand, in case of
planar objects and/or purely rotating cameras (e.g., in image mosaicing
applications), images are related by a global homography, and there are
no problems with occlusions or depth discontinuities. Under these con-
ditions, the size of the local features can be increased without problems,
resulting in a higher distinctiveness.

Similarly, an increased level of invariance typically leads to a
reduced distinctiveness, as some of the image measurements are used to
lift the degrees of freedom of the transformation. A similar rule holds
for robustness versus distinctiveness, as typically some information is
disregarded (considered as noise) in order to achieve robustness. As
a result, it is important to have a clear idea on the required level of
invariance or robustness for a given application. It is hard to achieve
high invariance and robustness at the same time and invariance, which
is not adapted to the application, may have a negative impact on the
results.
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Accuracy is especially important in wide baseline matching, regis-
tration, and structure from motion applications, where precise corre-
spondences are needed to, e.g., estimate the epipolar geometry or to
calibrate the camera setup.

Quantity is particularly useful in some class-level object or scene
recognition methods, where it is vital to densely cover the object of
interest. On the other hand, a high number of features has in most
cases a negative impact on the computation time and it should be kept
within limits. Also robustness is essential for object class recognition,
as it is impossible to model the intra-class variations mathematically, so
full invariance is impossible. For these applications, an accurate local-
ization is less important. The effect of inaccurate localization of a fea-
ture detector can be countered, up to some point, by having an extra
robust descriptor, which yields a feature vector that is not affected by
small localization errors.

1.5 Global versus Local Features

Local invariant features not only allow to find correspondences in spite
of large changes in viewing conditions, occlusions, and image clutter
(wide baseline matching), but also yield an interesting description of
the image content for image retrieval and object or scene recognition
tasks (both for specific objects as well as categories). To put this into
context, we briefly summarize some alternative strategies to compute
image representations including global features, image segments, and
exhaustive and random sampling of features.

1.5.1 Global Features

In the field of image retrieval, many global features have been proposed
to describe the image content, with color histograms and variations
thereof as a typical example [237]. This approach works surprisingly
well, at least for images with distinctive colors, as long as it is the overall
composition of the image as a whole that the user is interested in, rather
than the foreground object. Indeed, global features cannot distinguish
foreground from background, and mix information from both parts
together.
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Global features have also been used for object recognition, result-
ing in the first appearance-based approaches to tackle this challenging
problem. Turk and Pentland [245] and later Murase and Nayar [160]
proposed to compute a principal component analysis of a set of
model images and to use the projections onto the first few principal
components as descriptors. Compared to the purely geometry-based
approaches tried before, the results of the novel appearance-based
approach were striking. A whole new range of natural objects could
suddenly be recognized. However, being based on a global description,
image clutter and occlusions again form a major problem, limiting the
usefulness of the system to cases with clean backgrounds or where the
object can be segmented out, e.g., relying on motion information.

1.5.2 Image Segments

An approach to overcome the limitations of the global features is to
segment the image in a limited number of regions or segments, with
each such region corresponding to a single object or part thereof. The
best known example of this approach is the blobworld system, pro-
posed in [31], which segments the image based on color and texture,
then searches a database for images with similar “image blobs.” An
example based on texture segmentation is the wide baseline matching
work described in [208].

However, this raises a chicken-and-egg problem as image segmen-
tation is a very challenging task in itself, which in general requires a
high-level understanding of the image content. For generic objects, color
and texture cues are insufficient to obtain meaningful segmentations.

1.5.3 Sampled Features

A way to deal with the problems encountered with global features or
image segmentations, is to exhaustively sample different subparts of
the image at each location and scale. For each such image subpart,
global features can then be computed. This approach is also referred
to as a sliding window based approach. It has been especially popu-
lar in the context of face detection, but has also been applied for the
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recognition of specific objects or particular object classes such as pedes-
trians or cars.

By focusing on subparts of the image, these methods are able to find
similarities between the queries and the models in spite of changing
backgrounds, and even if the object covers only a small percentage
of the total image area. On the downside, they still do not manage to
cope with partial occlusions, and the allowed shape variability is smaller
than what is feasible with a local features based approach. However, by
far the biggest drawback is the inefficiency of this approach. Each and
every subpart of the image must be analyzed, resulting in thousands
or even millions of features per image. This requires extremely efficient
methods which significantly limits the scope of possible applications.

To overcome the complexity problems more sparse fixed grid sam-
pling of image patches was used (e.g., [30, 62, 246, 257]). It is however
difficult to achieve invariance to geometric deformations for such fea-
tures. The approach can tolerate some deformations due to dense sam-
pling over possible locations, scales, poses etc. 00, but the individual
features are not invariant. An example of such approach are multi-scale
interest points. As a result, they cannot be used when the goal is to
find precise correspondences between images. However, for some appli-
cations such as scene classification or texture recognition, they may
well be sufficient. In [62], better results are reported with a fixed grid
of patches than with patches centered on interest points, in the context
of scene classification work. This can be explained by the dense cover-
age, as well as the fact that homogeneous areas (e.g., sky) are also taken
into account in the fixed grid approach which makes the representation
more complete. This dense coverage is also exploited in [66], where a
fixed grid of patches was used on top of a set of local invariant features
in the context of specific object recognition, where the latter supply
an initial set of correspondences, which then guide the construction of
correspondences for the former.

In a similar vein, rather than using a fixed grid of patches, a random
sampling of image patches can also be used (e.g., [97, 132, 169]). This
gives a larger flexibility in the number of patches, the range of scales or
shapes, and their spatial distribution. Good scene recognition results
are shown in [132] based on random image patches. As in the case of
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fixed grid sampling, this can be explained by the dense coverage which
ignores the localization properties of features. Random patches are in
fact a subset of the dense patches, and are used mostly to reduce the
complexity. Their repeatability is poor hence they work better as an
addition to the regular features rather than as a stand alone method.

Finally, to overcome the complexity problems while still providing a
large number of features with better than random localization [140, 146]
proposed to sample features uniformly from edges. This proved useful
for dealing with wiry objects well represented by edges and curves.

1.6 Overview of this Survey

This survey article consists of two parts. First, in Section 2, we review
local invariant feature detectors in the literature, from the early days in
computer vision up to the most recent evolutions. Next, we describe a
few selected, representative methods in more detail. We have structured
the methods in a relatively intuitive manner, based on the type of
feature extracted in the image. Doing so, we distinguish between corner
detectors (Section 3), blob detectors (Section 4), and region detectors
(Section 5). Additionally, we added a section on various detectors that
have been designed in a computationally efficient manner (Section 6).
With this structure, we hope the reader can easily find the type of
detector most useful for his/her application. We conclude the survey
with a qualitative comparison of the different methods and a discussion
of future work (Section 7).

To the novice reader, who is not very familiar with local invariant
feature detectors yet, we advice to skip Section 2 at first. This section
has been added mainly for the more advanced reader, to give further
insight in how this field evolved and what were the most important
trends and to add pointers to earlier work.
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Local Features in the Literature

In this section, we give an overview of local feature detectors proposed
in the literature, starting from the early days of image processing and
pattern recognition up to the current state-of-the-art.

2.1 Introduction

The literature on local feature detection is vast and goes back as far as
1954, when it was first observed by Attneave [6] that information on
shape is concentrated at dominant points having high curvature. It is
impossible to describe each and every contribution to over 50 years of
research in detail. Instead, we provide pointers to the literature where
the interested reader can find out more. The main goal of this section
is to make the reader aware of the various great ideas that have been
proposed, especially in the pre-internet era. All too often, these are
overlooked and then re-invented. We would like to give proper credit
to all those researchers who contributed to the current state-of-the-art.

2.1.1 Early Work on Local Features

It is important to mention the beginnings of this research area
and the first publications which appeared after the observation on
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the importance of corners and junctions in visual recognition [6]
(see Figure 1.1). Since then a large number of algorithms have been sug-
gested for extracting interest points at the extrema of various functions
computed on the digital shape. Also, it has been understood early on
in the image processing and visual pattern recognition field that inter-
sections of straight lines and straight corners are strong indications of
man made structures. Such features have been used in a first series
of applications from line drawing images [72] and photomosaics [149].
First monographs on digital image processing by Rosenfeld [191] and
by Duda and Hart [58] as well as their later editions served to establish
the field on a sound theoretical foundation.

2.1.2 Overview

We identified a number of important research directions and struc-
tured the subsections of this section accordingly. First, many authors
have studied the curvature of contours to find corners. Their work is
described in Section 2.2. Others directly analyze the image intensities,
e.g., based on derivatives or regions with high variance. This is the topic
of Section 2.3. Another line of research has been inspired by the human
visual system and aims at reproducing the processes in the human
brain — see Section 2.4. Methods focussing on the exploitation of color
information are discussed in Section 2.5, while Section 2.6 describes
model-based approaches. More recently, there has been a trend toward
feature detection with invariance against various geometric transfor-
mations, including multi-scale approaches and scale or affine invariant
methods. These are discussed in Section 2.7. In Section 2.8, we focus on
segmentation-based methods and Section 2.9 describes methods which
build on machine learning techniques. Finally, Section 2.10 gives an
overview of different evaluation and comparison schemes proposed in
the literature.

2.2 Contour Curvature Based Methods

A first category of interest point detectors are the contour curvature
based methods. Originally, these were mainly applied to line drawings,
piecewise constant regions, and cad–cam images rather than natural
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scenes. The focus was especially on the accuracy of point localization.
They were most popular of the end of the 1970s and most of the 1980s.

2.2.1 High Curvature Points

Contour intersections and junctions often result in bi-directional sig-
nal changes. Therefore, a good strategy to detect features consists of
extracting points along the contour with high curvature. Curvature of
an analog curve is defined as the rate at which the unit tangent vec-
tor changes with respect to arc length. Contours are often encoded in
chains of points or represented in a parametric form using splines.

Several techniques have been developed which involve detecting and
chaining edges so as to find corners in the chain by analyzing the chain
code [205], finding maxima of curvature [108, 136, 152], change in direc-
tion [83], or change in appearance [42]. Others avoid chaining edges and
instead look for maxima of curvature [254] or change in direction [104]
at places where the gradient is large.

Several methods for detecting edges based on gray-level gradient and
angular changes in digital curves were proposed in [193, 195, 196, 197].
Other solutions for line-drawing images include methods for detecting
corners in a chain-coded plane curve [73, 74]. In these works, a mea-
sure for the cornerness of a point is based on mean angular differences
between successive segment positions along the chain.

One general approach to feature extraction is to detect the dominant
points directly through angle or corner detection, using various schemes
for approximating discrete curvature such as cosine [192, 193] or local
curvature [18, 74] which define corners as discontinuities of an average
curve slope. Other parametric representation like B-splines curves are
commonly used in rendering a curve in computer graphics, compression
and coding, CAD–CAM systems, and also for curve fitting and shape
description [175]. In [108], cubic polynomials are fit to a curve and
discontinuities are detected in such curve to localize interest points.
Spline approximations of line images are used in [85] in combination
with a dynamic programming technique to find the knots of a spline.
Pseudo coding of line figures and a complicated vector finder to obtain
interest points are proposed in [164].
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In [207], dominant points are computed at the maximum global
curvature, based on the iterative averaging of local discretized curvature
at each point with respect to its immediate neighbors. In [3], tangential
deflection and curvature of discrete curves are defined based on the
geometrical and statistical properties associated with the eigenvalue–
eigenvector structure of sample covariance matrices computed on chain-
codes.

Another approach is to obtain a piecewise linear polygonal approx-
imation of the digital curve subject to certain constraints on the qual-
ity of fit [60, 174, 176]. Indeed, it has been pointed out in [174] that
piecewise linear polygonal approximation with variable breakpoints will
tend to locate vertices at actual corner points. These points correspond
approximately to the actual or extrapolated intersections of adjacent
line segments of the polygons. A similar idea was explored in [91]. More
recently, [95] estimates the parameters of two lines fitted to the two
segments neighboring to the corner point. A corner is declared if the
parameters are statistically significantly different. A similar approach is
to identify edge crossings and junctions [19] by following image gradient
maxima or minima and finding gaps in edge maps.

2.2.2 Dealing with Scale

Corner detection methods by curvature estimation normally use a set
of parameters to eliminate contour noise and to obtain the corners at
a given scale, although object corners can be found at multiple nat-
ural scales. To solve this problem, some detectors apply their algo-
rithms iteratively within a certain range of parameters, selecting points
which appear in a fixed set of iterations. The stability of the points and
the time spent for their detection is closely related to the number of
iterations.

Initial attempts to deal with discretization and scale problems via
an averaging scheme can be found in [207]. The curvature primal
sketch (CPS) proposed in [5] is a scale-space representation of signif-
icant changes in curvature along contours. The changes are classified
as basic or compound primitives such as corners, smooth joints, ends,
cranks, bumps, and dents. The features are detected at different scales,
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resulting in a multiple-scale representation of object contours. A similar
idea was explored in [151, 152] and later in [86], where the curvature
scale space analysis was performed to find the local scale of curves. They
find inflection points of the curves and represent shapes in parametric
forms. A B-spline based algorithm was also proposed in [108, 136]. The
general idea is to fit a B-Spline to the curve, then to measure the cur-
vature around each point directly from the B-spline coefficients.

Another algorithm [238] dealing with scale for detecting dominant
points on a digital closed curve is motivated by the angle detection pro-
cedure from [193]. They indicate that the detection of dominant points
relies primarily on the precise determination of the region of support
rather than on the estimation of discrete curvature. First, the region of
support for each point based on its local properties is determined. Then
a measure of relative curvature [238] or local symmetry [170] of each
point is computed. The Gaussian filter is the most commonly used filter
in point detection. However, if the scale of a Gaussian filter is too small,
the result may include some redundant points which are unnecessary
details, i.e., due to noise. If the scale is too large, the points with small
support regions will tend to be smoothed out. To solve the problems
existing in Gaussian filtering with fixed scale, scale-space procedures
based on multiple-scale discrete curvature representation and search-
ing are proposed in [4, 181]. The scheme is based on a stability criterion
that states that the presence of a corner must concur with a curvature
maximum observable at a majority of scales. Natural scales of curves
were studied in [199] to avoid exhaustive representation of curves over a
full range of scales. A successful scale selection mechanism for Gaussian
filters with a theoretical formulation was also proposed in [119, 120].

In [264] a nonlinear algorithm for critical point detection is pre-
sented. They establish a set of criteria for the design of a point detection
algorithm to overcome the problems arising from curvature approxima-
tion and Gaussian filtering. Another approach to boundary smoothing
is based on simulated annealing for curvature estimation [233]. In [152]
the corner points are localized at the maxima of absolute curvature
of edges. The corner points are tracked through multiple curvature
scale levels to improve localization. Chang and Horng [33] proposed an
algorithm to detect corner points using a nest moving average filter
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is investigated in [33]. Corners are detected on curves by computing
the difference of blurred images and observing the shift of high curva-
ture points. More detailed analysis of various methods for determining
natural scales of curves can be found in [125, 199, 200].

2.2.3 Discussion

Although theoretically well founded for analog curves, the contour cur-
vature calculation is less robust in case of discrete curves [194, 238].
Possible error sources in digital curvature estimation were investigated
in [259].

Furthermore, the objectives for the above discussed detectors were
different than the ones we typically have nowadays. It was considered
disadvantageous if a method detected corners on circular shapes, mul-
tiple corners at junctions etc. At that time, a much stricter definition
of interest points/corners was used, with only points corresponding
to true corners in 3D being considered as relevant. Nowadays, in
most practical applications of interest points, the focus is on robust,
stable, and distinctive points, irrespective of whether they corre-
spond to true corners or not (see also our earlier discussion in
Section 1.2).

There has been less activity in this area recently (over the past
ten years), due to complexity and robustness problems, while methods
based directly on image intensity attracted more attention.

2.3 Intensity Based Methods

Methods based on image intensity have only weak assumptions and
are typically applicable to a wide range of images. Many of these
approaches are based on first- and second-order gray-value derivatives,
while others use heuristics to find regions of high variance.

2.3.1 Differential Approaches

Hessian-based approaches. One of the early intensity based detec-
tors is the rotation invariant Hessian-based detector proposed by
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Beaudet [16]. It explores the second-order Taylor expansion of the inten-
sity surface, and especially the Hessian matrix (containing the second
order derivatives). The determinant of this matrix reaches a maximum
for blob-like structures in the image. A more detailed description of
this method can be found in Section 4.1. It has been extended in [57]
and [266], where the interest points are localized at the zero crossing
of a curve joining local extrema of the Hessian determinant around
a corner.

Similarly, high curvature points can be localized by computing
Gaussian curvature of the image surface, i.e., saddle points in image
brightness. In [104], a local quadratic surface was fit to the image inten-
sity function. The parameters of the surface were used to determine the
gradient magnitude and the rate of change of gradient direction. The
resulting detector uses the curvature of isophotes computed from first-
and second-order derivatives scaled by image gradient to make it more
robust to noise. A similar idea was proposed in [61, 229].

A detailed investigation in [168, 167, 224] and later in [83] shows
that the detectors of [16, 57, 104, 163, 266] all perform the same
measurements on the image and have relatively low reliability accord-
ing to criteria based on localization precision. Nevertheless, the trace
and determinant of the Hessian matrix were successfully used later
on in scale and affine invariant extensions of interest point detec-
tors [121, 143] when other feature properties became more important.

Gradient-based approaches. Local feature detection based on first-
order derivatives is also used in various applications. A corner detector
which returns points at the local maxima of a directional variance mea-
sure was first introduced in [154, 155, 156] in the context of mobile robot
navigation. It was a heuristic implementation of the auto-correlation
function also explored in [41]. The proposed corner detector investigates
a local window in the image and determines the average change of inten-
sity which results from shifting the window by a few pixels in various
directions. This idea is taken further in [69, 70] and formalized by using
first-order derivatives in a so-called second moment matrix to explore
local statistics of directional image intensity variations. The method
separates corner candidate detection and localization to improve the
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accuracy to subpixel precision, at the cost of higher computational com-
plexity. Harris and Stephens [84] improved the approach by Moravec
[155] by performing analytical expansion of the average intensity vari-
ance. This results in a second moment matrix computed with Sobel
derivatives and a Gaussian window. A function based on the determi-
nant and trace of that matrix was introduced which took into account
both eigenvalues of the matrix. This detector is widely known today
as the Harris detector or Plessey detector,1 and is probably the best
known interest point detector around. It is described in more detail
in Section 3.2. It has been extended in numerous papers, e.g., by
using Gaussian derivatives [212], combinations of first- and second-
order derivatives [263], or an edge based second moment matrix [45]
but the underlying idea remains the same.

The Harris detector was also investigated in [167] and demonstrated
to be optimal for L junctions. Based on the assumption of an affine
image deformation, an analysis in [228] led to the conclusion that it is
more convenient to use the smallest eigenvalue of the autocorrelation
matrix as the corner strength function.

More recently, the second moment matrix has also been adopted
to scale changes [59] by parameterizing Gaussian filters and normaliz-
ing them with respect to scale, based on scale-space theory [115, 117].
Also, the Harris detector was extended with search over scale and affine
space in [13, 142, 209], using the Laplacian operator and eigenvalues of
the second moment matrix, inspired by the pioneering work of Linde-
berg [117, 118] (see Section 3.4 for details).

The approach from [263] performs an analysis of the computation
of the second moment matrix and its approximations. A speed increase
is achieved by computing only two smoothed images, instead of the
three previously required. A number of other suggestions have been
made for how to compute the corner strength from the second-order
matrix [84, 101, 167, 228], and these have all been shown to be equiv-
alent to various matrix norms [102, 265]. A generalization to images
with multi-dimensional pixels was also proposed in [102].

1 Plessey Electronic Research Ltd.
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In [242], the Harris corner detector is extended to yield stable fea-
tures under more general transformations than pure translations. To
this end, the auto-correlation function was studied under rotations,
scalings, up to full affine transformations.

2.3.2 Intensity Variations

A different category of approaches based on intensity variations applies
mathematical morphology to extract high curvature points. The use
of zero-crossings of the shape boundary curvature in binary images,
detected with a morphological opening operator was investigated
in [36]. Mathematical morphology was also used to extract convex and
concave points from edges in [107, 114, 168]. Later on a parallel algo-
rithm based on an analysis of morphological residues and corner char-
acteristics was proposed in [262].

Another approach [173] indicates that for interest points the median
value over a small neighborhood is significantly different from the
corner point value. Thus the difference in intensity between the
center and median gives a strong indication for corners. However,
this method cannot deal with more complex junctions or smooth
edges.

A simple and efficient detector named SUSAN was introduced
in [232] based on earlier work from [82]. It computes the fraction of
pixels within a neighborhood which have similar intensity to the center
pixel. Corners can then be localized by thresholding this measure and
selecting local minima. The position of the center of gravity is used to
filter out false positives. More details on the SUSAN detector can be
found in Section 3.3. A similar idea was explored in [112, 240] where
pixels on a circle are considered and compared to the center of a patch.

More recently, [203] proposed the FAST detector. A point is clas-
sified as a corner if one can find a sufficiently large set of pixels on a
circle of fixed radius around the point such that these pixels are all
significantly brighter (resp. darker) than the central point. Efficient
classification is based on a decision tree. More details on FAST can be
found in Section 6.3.
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Local radial symmetry has been explored in [127] to identify interest
points and its real-time implementation was also proposed. Wavelet
transformation was also investigated in the context of feature point
extraction with successful results based on multi-resolution analysis
in [35, 111, 218].

2.3.3 Saliency

The idea of saliency has been used in a number of computer vision
algorithms. The early approach of using edge detectors to extract object
descriptions embodies the idea that the edges are more significant than
other parts of the image. More explicit uses of saliency can be divided
into those that concentrate on low-level local features (e.g., [215]), and
those that compute salient groupings of low-level features (e.g., [223]);
though some approaches operate at both levels (e.g., [147]).

The technique suggested in [211], is based on the maximization of
descriptor vectors across a particular image. These salient points are
the points on the object which are almost unique. Hence they maxi-
mize the discrimination between the objects. A related method [253]
identifies salient features for use in automated generation of Statistical
Shape/Appearance Models. The method aims to select those features
which are less likely to be mismatched. Regions of low density in a mul-
tidimensional feature space, generated from the image, are classified as
highly salient.

A more theoretically founded approach based on variability or com-
plexity of image intensity within a region was proposed in [79]. It was
motivated by visual saliency and information content, which we revise
in the next section. The method from [79] defines saliency in terms of
local signal complexity or unpredictability; more specifically the use of
Shannon entropy of local attributes is suggested. The idea is to find a
point neighborhood with high complexity as a measure of saliency or
information content. The method measures the change in entropy of a
gray-value histogram computed in a point neighborhood. The search
was extended to scale [98] and affine [99] parameterized regions, thus
providing position, scale, and affine shape of the region neighborhood.
For a detailed discussion, we refer to Section 4.3.
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2.4 Biologically Plausible Methods

Most systems proposed in the previous sections were mainly concerned
with the accuracy of interest point localization. This is important in the
context of fitting parametric curves to control points or image match-
ing for recovering the geometry. In contrast, the biologically plausible
methods reviewed in this section were mainly proposed in the con-
text of artificial intelligence and visual recognition. Most of them did
not have a specific application purpose and their main goal was to
model the processes of the human brain. Numerous models of human
visual attention or saliency have been discussed in Cognitive Psychol-
ogy and Computer Vision. However, the vast majority were only of
theoretical interest and only few were implemented and tested on real
images.

2.4.1 Feature Detection as Part of the Pre-attentive Stage

One of the main models for early vision in humans, attributed to
Neisser [165], is that it consists of a pre-attentive and an atten-
tive stage. Biologically plausible methods for feature detection usu-
ally refer to the idea that certain parts of a scene are pre-attentively
distinctive and create some form of immediate response within the
early stages of the human visual system. In the pre-attentive stage,
only “pop-out” features are detected. These are local regions of the
image which present some form of spatial discontinuity. In the atten-
tive stage, relationships between these features are found, and group-
ing takes place. This model has widely influenced the computer
vision community (mainly through the work of Marr [133]) and is
reflected in the classical computer vision approach — feature detec-
tion and perceptual grouping, followed by model matching and corre-
spondence search. Activities in the models of attention started in the
mid-1980s following progress in neurophysiological and psychological
research.

One approach inspired by neuro-biological mechanisms was pro-
posed in [87, 198]. They apply Gabor like filters to compute local
energy of the signal. Maxima of the first- and second-order deriva-
tives of that energy indicate the presence of interest points. The idea of
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using Gabor filter responses from different scales was further explored
in [131, 186]. The approach developed in [182] was motivated by psy-
chophysical experiments. They compute a symmetry score of the signal
at each image pixel in different directions. Regions with significant sym-
metry are then selected as interest points.

Theory on texture recognition and the idea of textons as simple local
structures like blobs, corners, junctions, line ends etc. was introduced
in [96]. He suggested that statistics over texton distributions play an
important role in recognition. The extraction of simple textons is done
in the pre-attentive stage and the construction of relations in the atten-
tive stage. A feature integration theory based on these principles was
proposed in [241]. He distinguished between a disjunctive case where
the distinctive features can be directly localized in a feature map and a
conjunctive case where the feature can be extracted only by processing
various feature maps simultaneously. This model was implemented by
combining bottom up and top down measures of interest [32]. The bot-
tom up method merges various feature maps and looks for interesting
events, while in the top down process, knowledge about the target is
exploited.

The main goal of the above systems was to provide computation-
ally plausible models of visual attention. Their interest was mainly
theoretical. However, those systems served as source of inspiration for
practical solutions for real images once machine learning techniques
like neural networks had grown mature enough. In [206], image pro-
cessing operators were combined with the attentive models to make it
applicable to more realistic images. He applies a Laplacian-of-Gaussians
(LoG) like operator to feature maps to model the receptive fields and
enhance the interesting events. The image was analyzed at multiple
scales. The approach from [78] uses a set of feature templates and cor-
relates them with the image to produce feature maps which are then
enhanced with LoG. Temporal derivatives were used to detect moving
objects.

Koch and Ullman [105] proposed a very influential computational
model of visual attention which accounts for several psychophysical
phenomena. They proposed to build a set of maps based on orienta-
tion, color, disparity and motion, and to simulate the lateral inhibition
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mechanism by extracting locations which differ significantly from their
neighborhood. Information from different maps is then merged into a
single saliency map. A winner-take-all (WTA) network was used to
select the active location in the maps in a hierarchical manner using a
pyramidal strategy. The hypotheses suggested in [105, 241] were first
implemented in [34]. A similar implementation of the WTA model was
proposed in [49].

The extraction of globally salient structures like object outlines was
investigated in [223] by grouping local information such as contour
fragments but no relation to pre-attentive vision was claimed.

2.4.2 Non-uniform Resolution and Coarse-To-Fine
Processing

Also non-uniform resolution of the retina and coarse-to-fine process-
ing strategies have been studied in biologically plausible models. These
have been simulated mostly via scale-space techniques [9, 10, 187, 255].
However, these systems were mostly focused on the engineering and
realtime aspects rather than its biological plausibility. One of the first
systems to perform interest point detection in scale-space was pro-
posed in [27]. They built a Laplacian pyramid for coarse-to-fine fea-
ture selection. Templates were used to localize the objects in the LoG
space. Templates were also employed for building features maps which
were then combined by a weighted sum [39]. Difference-of-Gaussians
(DoG) filters were used in the system designed in [76] to accelerate the
computation.

Biologically inspired systems developed in [81] explored the idea of
using boundary and interest point detectors based on DoG filters as
well as directional differences of offset Gaussians (DOOG) to simulate
simple cells in V1.

The system proposed in [130] was mainly concerned with classifi-
cation of textures studied earlier in [96]. The feature extraction part
used a bank of filters based on oriented kernels (DoG and DOOG) to
produce feature maps similar to [81]. The next stage corresponds to
a WTA mechanism to suppress weak responses and simulate lateral
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inhibition. Finally, all the responses are merged to detect texture
boundaries.

2.4.3 Spatial Event Detection

Robust statistics have also been used to detect outliers in a set of
image primitives. The idea is based on the observation that textures
can be represented by their statistics and the locations which violate
those statistics represent interesting events. For example, texture prim-
itives are represented by a number of attributes using histograms and
RANSAC in [148].

First order statistics over feature maps computed from zero cross-
ings of DoG at different scales are used in [23]. For each point, a
histogram of gradient orientations is then constructed, and the local
histograms are combined into a global one, which is similar in spirit to
the more recent SIFT descriptor [124, 126]. Local histograms are then
compared with the global one to provide a measure of interest.

Another statistical model was proposed in [172]. They measure the
edge density at a range of distances from the interest point to build an
edge distribution histogram. This idea has been used later in the shape
context descriptor of [17].

Cells that respond only to edges and bars which terminate within
their receptive field have first been found in [92]. A corner detection
algorithm based on a model for such end-stopped cells in the visual cor-
tex was presented in [87, 260]. Furthermore, the notion of end-stopped
cells was generalized to color channels in a biologically plausible way
based on color opponent processes [260].

A more recent visual attention system also motivated by the early
primate visual system, is presented in [94]. Multiscale image features
detected at local spatial discontinuities in intensity, color, and orien-
tation are combined into a single topographical saliency map and a
neural network selects locations depending on the saliency.

Other recent visual recognition systems inspired by a model of visual
cortex V1 which follow models from [185] can be found in [162, 221,
222]. These methods attempt to implement simple and complex cells
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from visual cortex which are multiscale Gabor and edgel detectors fol-
lowed by local maxima selection methods.

2.5 Color-based Methods

Color provides additional information which can be used in the
process of feature extraction. Several biologically plausible methods
reviewed in the previous section use color for building saliency
maps [93, 94, 105, 260].

Given the high performance of Harris corners [84], a straightforward
extension of the second moment matrix to RGB color space was intro-
duced in [80, 153], incorporating color information in the Harris corner
extraction process.

Salient point detection based on color distinctiveness has been pro-
posed in [250]. Salient points are the maxima of the saliency map, which
represents distinctiveness of color derivatives in a point neighborhood.
In related work [217] they argue that the distinctiveness of color-based
salient points is much higher than for the intensity ones. Color ratios
between neighboring pixels are used to obtain derivatives independent
of illumination, which results in color interest points that are more
robust to illumination changes.

Most of the proposed approaches based on color are simple exten-
sions of methods based on the intensity change. Color gradients are
usually used to enhance or to validate the intensity change so as to
increase the stability of the feature detectors but the pixel intensities
remain the main source of information for feature detection.

2.6 Model-based Methods

There have been a few attempts to do an analytical study of corner
detection by giving a formal representation of corner points in an image
based on differential geometry techniques [82] or contour curvature [53].
For instance, it was found that a gray-level corner point can be found as
the point of maximal planar curvature on the line of the steepest gray-
level slope [82, 188]. An analytical expression for an optimal function
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whose convolution with an image has significant values at corner points
was investigated in [180].

The methods presented in [82, 201] assume that a corner resem-
bles a blurred wedge, and finds the characteristics of the wedge (the
amplitude, angle, and blur) by fitting it to the local image. Several mod-
els of junctions of multiple edges were used in [188]. The assumption is
that the junctions are formed by homogeneous regions. Parameterized
masks are used to fit the intensity structure including position, orienta-
tion, intensity, blurring, and edges. The residual is then minimized dur-
ing the detection. The accuracy is high provided a good initialization
of the parameters. The efficiency of the approach in [188] was improved
in [52] by using a different blurring function and a method to initialize
the parameters. Fitting a corner model to image data was also consid-
ered in [137, 171]. For each possible intersection of lines a template was
constructed based on the angle, orientation, and scale of the hypothe-
sized corner. The template was then matched to the image in a small
neighborhood of the interest point to verify the model. A template-
based method for locating the saddle-points was also described in [128],
where the corner points correspond to the intersections of saddle-ridge
and saddle-valley structures.

A set of fuzzy patterns of contour points were established in [113]
and the corner detection was characterized as a fuzzy classification
problem of the patterns.

Other model-based methods, aimed at improving the detection
accuracy of the Hessian-based corner detector [16], were proposed in
[54, 266]. To this end, the responses of the corner detector on a the-
oretical model over scale-space were analyzed. It was observed that
the operator responses at different scales move along the bisector line.
It is worth to note that this observation is also valid for the pop-
ular Harris corner detector [84]. The exact position of the corner
was then computed from two responses indicating the bisector and
its intersection with the zero-crossing of the Laplacian response. An
affine transformation was also used to fit a model of a corner to an
image [22].

A different model-based approach is proposed in [77]. For each type
of feature, a parametric model is developed to characterize the local
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intensity in an image. Projections of intensity profile onto a set of
orthogonal Zernike moment-generating polynomials are used to esti-
mate model-parameters and generate the feature map.

An interesting technique is to find corners by fitting a parameterized
model with the Generalized Hough transform [51, 226]. In images with
extracted edges two lines appear in a parameter space for each corner
and the peak occurs at the crossover. Real corner models in the form
of templates were considered in [229]. A similarity measure and several
alternative matching schemes were applied. Detection and localization
accuracy was improved by merging the output of the different matching
techniques.

In general, only relatively simple feature models were considered in
the above methods and the generalization to images other than polyg-
onal is not obvious. The complexity is also a major drawback in such
approaches.

2.7 Toward Viewpoint Invariant Methods

Most of the detectors described so far extract features at a single scale,
determined by the internal parameters of the detector. At the end of the
1990s, as local features were more and more used in the context of wide
baseline matching and object recognition, there was a growing need
for features that could cope with scale changes or even more general
viewpoint changes.

2.7.1 Multi-Scale Methods

Most of the detectors described so far extract features at a single scale,
determined by the internal parameters of the detector. To deal with
scale changes, a straightforward approach consists of extracting points
over a range of scales and using all these points together to repre-
sent the image. This is referred to as a multi-scale or multi-resolution
approach [48].

In [59], a scale adapted version of the Harris operator was proposed.
Interest points are detected at the local maxima of the Harris function
applied at several scales. Thanks to the use of normalized derivatives,
a comparable strength of the cornerness measure is obtained for points
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detected at different scales, such that a single threshold can be used to
reject less significant corners over all scales. This scale adapted detector
significantly improves the repeatability of interest points under scale
changes. On the other hand, when prior knowledge on the scale change
between two images is given, the detector can be adapted so as to
extract interest points only at the selected scales. This yields a set of
points, for which the respective localization and scale perfectly reflect
the real scale change between the images.

In general, multi-scale approaches suffer from the same problems
as dense sampling of features (cf. Section 1.5). They cannot cope well
with the case where a local image structure is present over a range
of scales, which results in multiple interest points being detected at
each scale within this range. As a consequence, there are many points,
which represent the same structure, but with slightly different localiza-
tion and scale. The high number of points increases the ambiguity and
the computational complexity of matching and recognition. Therefore,
efficient methods for selecting accurate correspondences and verifying
the results are necessary at further steps of the algorithms. In contrast
to structure from motion applications, this is less of an issue in the
context of recognition where a single point can have multiple correct
matches.

2.7.2 Scale-Invariant Detectors

To overcome the problem of many overlapping detections, typical
of multiscale approaches, scale-invariant methods have been intro-
duced. These automatically determine both the location and scale
of the local features. Features are typically circular regions, in that
case.

Many existing methods search for maxima in the 3D representation
of an image (x,y and scale). This idea for detecting local features in
scale-space was introduced in the early 1980s [47]. The pyramid repre-
sentation was computed with low pass filters. A feature point is detected
if it is at a local maximum of a surrounding 3D cube and if its abso-
lute value is higher than a certain threshold. Since then many methods
for selecting points in scale-space have been proposed. The existing
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approaches mainly differ in the differential expression used to build the
scale-space representation.

A normalized LoG function was applied in [116, 120] to build a
scale space representation and search for 3D maxima. The scale-space
representation is constructed by smoothing the high resolution image
with derivatives of Gaussian kernels of increasing size. Automatic scale
selection (cf. Section 3.4) is performed by selecting local maxima in
scale-space. The LoG operator is circularly symmetric. It is therefore
naturally invariant to rotation. It is also well adapted for detecting blob-
like structures. The experimental evaluation in [138] shows this function
is well suited for automatic scale selection. The scale invariance of inter-
est point detectors with automatic scale selection has also been explored
in [24]. Corner detection and blob detection with automatic scale selec-
tion were also proposed in a combined framework in [24] for feature
tracking with adaptation to spatial and temporal size variations. The
interest point criterion that is being optimized for localization need not
be the same as the one used for optimizing the scale. In [138], a scale-
invariant corner detector, coined Harris-Laplace, and a scale-invariant
blob detector, coined Hessian-Laplace were introduced. In these meth-
ods, position and scale are iteratively updated until convergence [143].
More details can be found in Sections 3.4 and 4.2.

An efficient algorithm for object recognition based on local 3D
extrema in the scale-space pyramid built with DoG filters was intro-
duced in [126]. The local 3D extrema in the pyramid representation
determine the localization and the scale of interest points. This method
is discussed further in Section 6.1.

2.7.3 Affine Invariant Methods

An affine invariant detector can be seen as a generalization of the
scale-invariant ones to non-uniform scaling and skew, i.e., with a
different scaling factor in two orthogonal directions and without pre-
serving angles. The non-uniform scaling affects not only the localiza-
tion and the scale but also the shape of characteristic local structures.
Therefore, scale-invariant detectors fail in the case of significant affine
transformations.
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Affine invariant feature detection, matching, and recognition have
been addressed frequently in the past [50, 90, 204]. Here, we focus on
the methods which deal with invariant interest point detection.

One category of approaches was concerned with the localization
accuracy under affine and perspective transformations. An affine invari-
ant algorithm for corner localization was proposed in [2] which builds
on the observations made in [54]. Affine morphological multi-scale anal-
ysis is applied to extract corners. The evolution of a corner is given by a
linear function formed by the scale and distance of the detected points
from the real corner. The location and orientation of the corner is com-
puted based on the assumption that the multiscale points move along
the bisector line and the angle indicates the true location. However,
in natural scenes a corner can take any form of a bi-directional signal
change and in practice the evolution of a point rarely follows the bisec-
tor. The applicability of the method is therefore limited to a polygonal
like world.

Other approaches were concerned with simultaneous detection of
location, size and affine shape of local structures. The method intro-
duced in [247], coined EBR (Edge-Based Regions) starts from Harris
corners and nearby intersecting edges. Two points moving along the
edges together with the Harris point determine a parallelogram. The
points stop at positions where some photometric quantities of the tex-
ture covered by the parallelogram reach an extremum. The method
can be categorized as a model-based approach as it looks for a specific
structure in images, albeit not as strict as most methods described in
Section 2.6. More details can be found in Section 3.5. A similar scheme
has been explored in [12].

An intensity-based method (IBR, Intensity-Based Regions) was
also proposed in [248]. It starts with the extraction of local inten-
sity extrema. The intensity profiles along rays emanating from a local
extremum are investigated. A marker is placed on each ray in the place,
where the intensity profile significantly changes. Finally, an ellipse is
fitted to the region determined by the markers. This method is further
discussed in Section 5.1. Somewhat similar in spirit are the Maximally
Stable Extremal Regions or MSER proposed in [134] and described in
the next section.
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A method to find blob-like affine invariant features using an iter-
ative scheme was introduced in [121], in the context of shape from
texture. This method based on the affine invariance of shape adapted
fixed points was also used for estimating surface orientation from binoc-
ular data (shape from disparity gradients). The algorithm explores
the properties of the second moment matrix and iteratively estimates
the affine deformation of local patterns. It effectively estimates the
transformation that would project the patch to a frame in which
the eigenvalues of the second moment matrix are equal. This work
provided a theoretical background for several other affine invariant
detectors.

It was combined with the Harris corner detector and used in the
context of matching in [13], hand tracking in [109], fingerprint recog-
nition [1] and for affine rectification of textured regions in [208]. In
[13], interest points are extracted at several scales using the Harris
detector and then the shape of the regions is adapted to the local
image structure using the iterative procedure from [118]. This allows
to extract affine invariant descriptors for a given fixed scale and loca-
tion — that is, the scale and the location of the points are not
extracted in an affine invariant way. Furthermore, the multi-scale Har-
ris detector extracts many points which are repeated at the neighbor-
ing scale levels. This increases the probability of a mismatch and the
complexity.

The Harris-Laplace detector introduced in [141] was extended
in [142, 209] by affine normalization with the algorithm proposed
in [13, 118, 121]. This detector suffers from the same drawbacks, as
the initial location and scale of points are not extracted in an affine
invariant way, although the uniform scale changes between the views
are handled by the scale-invariant Harris-Laplace detector.

Beyond affine transformations. A scheme that goes even beyond affine
transformations and is invariant to projective transformations was
introduced in [236]. However, on a local scale, the perspective effect is
usually neglectable. More damaging is the effect of non-planarities or
non-rigid deformations. This is why a theoretical framework to extend
the use of local features to non-planar surfaces has been proposed in
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[251], based on the definition of equivalence classes. However, in prac-
tice, they have only shown results on straight corners. Simultaneously,
an approach invariant to general deformations was developed in [122],
by embedding an image as a 2D surface in 3D space and exploiting
geodesic distances.

2.8 Segmentation-based Methods

Segmentation techniques have also been employed in the context of
feature extraction. These methods were either applied to find homoge-
neous regions to localize junctions on their boundaries or to directly
use these regions as local features. For the generic feature extrac-
tion problem, mostly bottom-up segmentation based on low level pixel
grouping was considered, although in some specific tasks top-down
methods can also be applied. Although significant progress has been
made in the analysis and formalization of the segmentation problem,
it remains an unsolved problem in the general case. Optimal segmen-
tation is intractable in general due to the large search space of possi-
ble feature point groups, in particular in algorithms based on multiple
image cues. Moreover, a multitude of definitions of optimal segmen-
tation even for the same image makes it difficult to solve. Nonethe-
less, several systems using segmentation based interest regions have
been developed, especially in the context of retrieval, matching, and
recognition.

In early years of computer vision polygonal approximations of
images were popular in scene analysis and medical image analysis
[9, 25, 58]. These algorithms often involved edge detection and sub-
sequent edge following for region identification. In [63, 64], the vertices
of a picture are defined as those points which are common in three or
more segmented regions. It can be seen as one of the first attempts
to extract interest points using segmentation. Simple segmentation of
patches into two regions is used in [123] and the regions are compared
to find corners. Unfortunately, the two region assumption makes the
usefulness of the method limited.

Another set of approaches represent real images through seg-
mentation [129]. Well performing image segmentation methods are
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based on graph cuts, where graphs represent connected image pix-
els [21, 75, 225, 227]. These methods allow to obtain segmentation
at the required level of detail. Although semantic segmentation is not
reliable, over-segmenting the image can produce many regions which
fit to the objects. This approach was explored in [31, 46] and it is par-
ticularly appealing for image retrieval problems where the goal is to
find similar images via regions with similar properties. In [44], the goal
is to create interest operators that focus on homogeneous regions, and
compute local image descriptors for these regions. The segmentation
is performed on several feature spaces using kernel-based optimiza-
tion methods. The regions can be individually described and used for
recognition but their distinctiveness is low. This direction has recently
gained more interest and some approaches use bottom-up segmentation
to extract interest regions or so-called superpixels [159, 184] (see also
Section 5.3).

In general the disadvantages of this representation are that the
segmentation results are still unstable and inefficient for processing
large amounts of images. An approach which successfully deals with
these problems was taken in [134]. Maximally Stable Extremal Regions
(MSER) are extracted with a watershed like segmentation algorithm.
The method extracts homogeneous intensity regions which are sta-
ble over a wide range of thresholds. The regions are then replaced by
ellipses with the same shape moments up to the second-order. Recently,
a variant of this method was introduced in [177], which handles the
problems with blurred region boundaries by using region isophotes.
In a sense, this method is also similar to the IBR method described
in Section 5.1, as very similar regions are extracted. More details
on MSER can be found in Section 5.2. The method was extended
in [56, 161] with tree like representation of watershed evolution in the
image.

2.9 Machine Learning-based Methods

The progress in the domain of machine learning and the increase of
available computational power allowed learning techniques to enter the
feature extraction domain. The idea of learning the attributes of local
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features from training examples and then using this information to
extract features in other images has been around in the vision commu-
nity for some time but only recently it was more broadly used in real
applications. The success of these methods is due to the fact that effi-
ciency, provided by classifiers, became a more desirable property than
accuracy of detection.

In [37, 55], a neural network is trained to recognize corners where
edges meet at a certain degree, near to the center of an image patch.
This is applied to images after edge detection. A similar idea was
explored in [244] to improve the stability of curvature measurement
of digital curves.

Decision trees [178] have also been used successfully in interest point
detection tasks. The idea of using intensity differences between the cen-
tral points and neighboring points [173, 232, 240] has been adopted
in [202, 203]. They construct a decision tree to classify point neigh-
borhoods into corners [203]. The main concern in their work is the
efficiency in testing only a fraction of the many possible differences
and the tree is trained to optimize that. The approach of [203] was also
extended with LoG filters to detect multiscale points in [112]. They use
a feature selection technique based on the repeatability of individual
interest points over perspective projected images.

A hybrid methodology that integrates genetic algorithms and
decision tree learning in order to extract discriminatory features for
recognizing complex visual concepts is described in [11]. In [243], inter-
est point detection is posed as an optimization problem. They use a
Genetic Programming based learning approach to construct operators
for extracting features. The problem of learning an interest point oper-
ator was posed differently in [103] where human eye movement was
studied to find the points of fixation and to train an SVM classifier.

One can easily generalize the feature detection problem to a classifi-
cation problem and train a recognition system on image examples pro-
vided by one or a combination of the classical detectors. Any machine
learning approach can be used for that. Haar like filters implemented
with integral images to efficiently approximate multiscale derivatives
were used in [15]. A natural extension would be to use the learning
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scheme from Viola and Jones [252] successfully applied to face detec-
tion, to efficiently classify interest points.

The accuracy of machine learning based methods in terms of local-
ization, scale, and shape estimation is in general lower than for the
generic detectors [84, 134, 143] but in the context of object recognition
the efficiency is usually more beneficial.

2.10 Evaluations

Given the multitude of interest point approaches the need for indepen-
dent performance evaluations was identified early on and many exper-
imental tests have been performed over the last three decades. Various
experimental frameworks and criteria were used. One of the first com-
parisons of corner detection techniques based on chain coded curves was
presented in [205]. In the early papers very often only visual inspec-
tion was done [104]. Others performed more quantitative evaluations
providing scores for individual images or for small test data [57, 266].

Corner detectors were often tested on artificially generated images
with different types of junctions with varying angle, length, contrast,
noise, blur etc. [41, 179]. Different affine photometric and geometric
transformations were used to generate the test data and to evaluate
corner detectors in [37, 100, 124, 128]. This approach simplifies the
evaluation process but cannot model all the noise and deformations
which affect the detector performance in a real application scenario,
thus the performance results are often over-optimistic. A somewhat
different approach is taken in [150]. There, performance comparison
is approached as a general recognition problem. Corners are manually
annotated on affine transformed images and measures like consistency
and accuracy similar to detection rate and recall are used to evaluate
the detectors.

In [88], sets of points are extracted from polyhedral objects and
projective invariants are used to calculate a manifold of constraints
on the coordinates of the corners. They estimate the variance of the
distance from the point coordinates to this manifold independently of
camera parameters and object pose. Nonlinear diffusion was used to
remove the noise and the method from [188] performed better than
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the one proposed in [104]. The idea of using planar invariants is also
explored in [40] to evaluate corner detectors based on edges. Theoretical
properties of features and localization accuracy were also tested in [54,
88, 188, 189, 190] based on a parametric L-corner model to evaluate
localization accuracy. Also a randomized generator of corners has been
used to test the localization error [261].

State-of-the-art curve based detectors [3, 74, 193, 197, 207] are eval-
uated in [238]. A quantitative measure of the quality of the detected
dominant points is defined as the pointwise error between the digital
curve and the polygon approximated from interest points. The perfor-
mance of the proposed scale adapted approach is reported better than
of the other methods.

The repeatability rate and information content measures were intro-
duced in [83]. They consider a point in an image interesting if it has
two main properties: distinctiveness and invariance. This means that
a point should be distinguishable from its immediate neighbors. More-
over, the position as well as the selection of the interest point should
be invariant with respect to the expected geometric and radiometric
distortions. From a set of investigated detectors [57, 84, 104, 232, 266],
Harris [84] and a corner later described as SUSAN [232] perform best.

Systematic evaluation of several interest point detectors based on
repeatability and information content measured by the entropy of the
descriptors was performed in [215]. The evaluation shows that a mod-
ified Harris detector provides the most stable results on image pairs
with different geometric transformations. The repeatability rate and
information content in the context of image retrieval were also eval-
uated in [218] to show that a wavelet-based salient point extraction
algorithm outperforms the Harris detector [84].

Consistency of the number of corners and accuracy criteria were
introduced as evaluation criteria in [43]. This overcomes the problems
with the repeatability criterion of favoring detectors providing more
features. The introduced criterion instead favors detectors which pro-
vide similar number of points regardless of the object transformation
even though the number of details in the image changes with scale and
resolution. Several detectors [84, 104, 152, 232] are compared with the
best performance reported for a modified implementation of [152].
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Tracking and the number of frames over which the corners are
detected during tracking was used to compare detectors in [239, 240].
Similarly Bae et al. [8] uses correlation and matching to find repeated
corners between frames and compare their numbers to the reference
frame.

Extensive evaluation of commonly used feature detectors and
descriptors has been performed in [144, 145]. The repeatability on
image pairs representing planar scenes related by various geometric
transformations was computed for different state-of-the-art scale and
affine invariant detectors. The MSER region detector [134] based on
watershed segmentation showed the highest accuracy and stability
on various structured scenes. The data collected by Mikolajczyk and
Tuytelaars [145] became a standard benchmark for evaluating interest
point detectors and descriptors.2

Recently, the performance of feature detectors and descriptors from
[144, 145] has been investigated in [71, 157, 158] in the context of
matching 3D object features across viewpoints and lighting condi-
tions. A method based on intersecting epipolar constraints provides
ground truth correspondences automatically. In this evaluation, the
affine invariant detectors introduced in [143] are most robust to view-
point changes. DoG detector from [124] was reported the best in a
similar evaluation based on images of natural 3D scenes in [256].

Feature detectors were also evaluated in the context of recognition
in [99, 139, 235] using object category training data where direct corre-
spondence cannot be automatically verified. Clustering properties and
compactness of feature clusters were measured in [139]. Some specific
recognition tasks like pedestrian detection were also used to compare
the performance of different features in [220].

2 see http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/˜vgg/research/affine.



3
Corner Detectors

A large number of corner detector methods have been proposed in the
literature. To guide the reader in finding an approach suitable for a
given application, representative methods have been selected based on
the underlying extraction technique (e.g., based on image derivatives,
morphology, or geometry), as well as based on the level of invariance
(translations and rotations, scale or affine invariant). For each cate-
gory, we describe the feature extraction process for some of the best
performing and representative methods.

3.1 Introduction

It is important to note that the term corner as used here has a specific
meaning. The detected points correspond to points in the 2D image
with high curvature. These do not necessarily correspond to projec-
tions of 3D corners. Corners are found at various types of junctions, on
highly textured surfaces, at occlusion boundaries, etc. For many prac-
tical applications, this is sufficient, since the goal is to have a set of
stable and repeatable features. Whether these are true corners or not
is considered irrelevant.

216
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We begin this section with a derivatives-based approach, the Harris
corner detector, described in Section 3.2. Next, we explain the basic
ideas of the SUSAN detector (Section 3.3), which is an example of a
method based on efficient morphological operators. We then move on
to detectors with higher levels of invariance, starting with the scale and
affine invariant extensions of the Harris detector: Harris-Laplace and
Harris-Affine (Section 3.4). This is followed by a discussion of Edge-
Based Regions in Section 3.5. Finally, we conclude the section with a
short discussion (Section 3.6).

3.2 Harris Detector

The Harris detector, proposed by Harris and Stephens [84], is based
on the second moment matrix, also called the auto-correlation matrix,
which is often used for feature detection and for describing local image
structures. This matrix describes the gradient distribution in a local
neighborhood of a point:

M = σ2
D g(σI) ∗

[
I2
x(x,σD) Ix(x,σD)Iy(x,σD)

Ix(x,σD)Iy(x,σD) I2
y (x,σD)

]
(3.1)

with

Ix(x,σD) =
∂

∂x
g(σD) ∗ I(x) (3.2)

g(σ) =
1

2πσ2 e− x2+y2

2σ2 (3.3)

The local image derivatives are computed with Gaussian kernels of
scale σD (the differentiation scale). The derivatives are then averaged
in the neighborhood of the point by smoothing with a Gaussian win-
dow of scale σI (the integration scale). The eigenvalues of this matrix
represent the principal signal changes in two orthogonal directions in a
neighborhood around the point defined by σI . Based on this property,
corners can be found as locations in the image for which the image sig-
nal varies significantly in both directions, or in other words, for which
both eigenvalues are large. In practice, Harris proposed to use the fol-
lowing measure for cornerness, which combines the two eigenvalues in
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a single measure and is computationally less expensive:

cornerness = det(M) − λ trace(M) (3.4)

with det(M) the determinant and trace(M) the trace of the matrix M .
A typical value for λ is 0.04. Since the determinant of a matrix is
equal to the product of its eigenvalues and the trace corresponds to
the sum, it is clear that high values of the cornerness measure corre-
spond to both eigenvalues being large. Adding the second term with
the trace reduces the response of the operator on strong straight con-
tours. Moreover, computing this measure based on the determinant
and the trace is computationally less demanding than actually com-
puting the eigenvalues. This seems less relevant now, but it was impor-
tant back in 1988 when the computational resources were still very
limited.

Subsequent stages of the corner extraction process are illustrated
in Figure 3.1. Given the original image I(x,y) (upper left), the first
step consists of computing the first-order derivatives Ix and Iy (lower
left). Next, one takes the product of these gradient images (lower
right). Then, the images are smoothed with a Gaussian kernel. These

yI 2
xI 2Iy I yIx

)g*(Ix yI2g*Iyg*Ix
2xI

M =
g*(Ix g*I

g*(Ixg*I

y
2

2
x

yI )

)yI

trace(M) =λdet(M) −

Fig. 3.1 Illustration of the components of the second moment matrix and Harris cornerness
measure.
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images contain the different elements of the Hessian matrix, which are
then in a final step combined into the cornerness measure, following
Equation (3.4) (upper right).

When used as an interest point detector, local maxima of the cor-
nerness function are extracted, using non-maximum suppression. Such
points are translation and rotation invariant. Moreover, they are stable
under varying lighting conditions. In a comparative study of differ-
ent interest point detectors [214, 215], the Harris corner was proven
to be the most repeatable and most informative. Additionally, they
can be made very precise: sub-pixel precision can be achieved through
quadratic approximation of the cornerness function in the neighbor-
hood of a local maximum.

3.2.1 Discussion

Figure 3.2 shows the corners detected with this measure for two exam-
ple images related by a rotation. Note that the features found corre-
spond to locations in the image showing two dimensional variations in
the intensity pattern. These may correspond to real “corners”, but the
detector also fires on other structures, such as T-junctions, points with
high curvature, etc. This equally holds for all other corner detectors
described in this chapter. When true corners are desirable, model-based
approaches are certainly more appropriate.

Fig. 3.2 Harris corners detected on rotated image examples.
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As can be seen in the figure, many but not all of the features
detected in the original image (left) have also been found in the rotated
version (right). In other words, the repeatability of the Harris detector
under rotations is high.

Additionally, features are typically found at locations which are
informative, i.e., with a high variability in the intensity pattern.
This makes them more discriminative and easier to bring into
correspondence.

3.3 SUSAN Detector

The SUSAN corner detector has been introduced by Smith and
Brady [232] and relies on a different technique. Rather than evaluat-
ing local gradients, which might be noise-sensitive and computationally
more expensive, a morphological approach is used.

SUSAN stands for Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating
Nucleus, and is a generic low-level image processing technique, which
apart from corner detection has also been used for edge detection
and noise suppression. The basic principle goes as follows (see also
Figure 3.3). For each pixel in the image, we consider a circular neigh-
borhood of fixed radius around it. The center pixel is referred to as
the nucleus, and its intensity value is used as reference. Then, all other

Fig. 3.3 SUSAN corners are detected by segmenting a circular neighborhood into “similar”
(orange) and “dissimilar” (blue) regions. Corners are located where the relative area of the
“similar” region (usan) reaches a local minimum below a certain threshold.
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pixels within this circular neighborhood are partitioned into two cat-
egories, depending on whether they have “similar” intensity values as
the nucleus or “different” intensity values. In this way, each image point
has associated with it a local area of similar brightness (coined usan),
whose relative size contains important information about the structure
of the image at that point (see also Figure 3.3). In more or less homo-
geneous parts of the image, the local area of similar brightness covers
almost the entire circular neighborhood. Near edges, this ratio drops to
50%, and near corners it decreases further to about 25%. Hence, corners
can be detected as locations in the image where the number of pixels
with similar intensity value in a local neighborhood reaches a local min-
imum and is below a predefined threshold. To make the method more
robust, pixels closer in value to the nucleus receive a higher weighting.
Moreover, a set of rules is used to suppress qualitatively “bad” features.
Local minima of the SUSANs (Smallest usans) are then selected from
the remaining candidates. An example of detected SUSAN corners is
shown in Figure 3.4.

3.3.1 Discussion

The features found show a high repeatability for this (artificially
rotated) set of images. However, many of the features are located on
edge structures and not on corners. For such points, the localization

Fig. 3.4 SUSAN corners found for our example images.
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is sensitive to noise. Moreover, edge based points are also less
discriminative.

The two detectors described so far are invariant under translation
and rotation only. This means that corners will be detected at cor-
responding locations only if the images are related by a translation
and/or rotation. In the next sections, we will describe detectors with
higher levels of viewpoint invariance, that can withstand scale changes
or even affine deformations. Apart from better matching across trans-
formed images, these also bring the advantage of detecting features over
a range of scales or shapes.

Alternatively, this effect can be obtained by using a multiscale
approach. In that case, a detector which is not scale invariant is
applied to the input image at different scales (i.e., after smoothing
and sampling).

3.4 Harris-Laplace/Affine

Mikolajczyk and Schmid developed both a scale invariant corner detec-
tor, referred to as Harris-Laplace, as well as an affine-invariant one,
referred to as Harris-Affine [143].

3.4.1 Harris-Laplace

Harris-Laplace starts with a multiscale Harris corner detector as ini-
tialization to determine the location of the local features. The charac-
teristic scale is then determined based on scale selection as proposed by
Lindeberg et al. [116, 120]. The idea is to select the characteristic scale
of a local structure, for which a given function attains an extremum over
scales (see Figure 3.5). The selected scale is characteristic in the quan-
titative sense, since it measures the scale at which there is maximum
similarity between the feature detection operator and the local image
structures. The size of the region is therefore selected independently of
the image resolution for each point. As the name Harris-Laplace sug-
gests, the Laplacian operator is used for scale selection. This has been
shown to give the best results in the experimental comparison of [141]
as well as in [38]. These results can be explained by the circular shape
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Fig. 3.5 Example of characteristic scales. The top row shows images taken with different
zoom. The bottom row shows the responses of the Laplacian over scales for two corre-
sponding points. The characteristic scales are 10.1 and 3.9 for the left and right images,
respectively. The ratio of scales corresponds to the scale factor (2.5) between the two images.
The radius of displayed regions in the top row is equal to 3 times the selected scales.

of the Laplacian kernel, which acts as a matched filter [58] when its
scale is adapted to the scale of a local image structure.

Figure 3.6 shows the scale-invariant local features obtained by
applying the Harris-Laplace detector, for two images of the same scene
related by a scale change. In order not to overload the images, only
some of the corresponding regions that were detected in both images

Fig. 3.6 Corresponding features found with the Harris-Laplace detector. Only a subset of
corresponding features is displayed to avoid clutter. The circles indicate the scale of the
features.
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are shown. A similar selection mechanism has been used for all subse-
quent image pairs shown in this survey.

3.4.2 Harris-Affine

Given a set of initial points extracted at their characteristic scales
based on the Harris-Laplace detection scheme, the iterative estimation
of elliptical affine regions as proposed by Lindeberg et al. [118, 121]
allows to obtain affine invariant corners. Instead of circular regions,
these are ellipses. The procedure consists of the following steps:

(1) Detect the initial region with the Harris-Laplace detector.
(2) Estimate the affine shape with the second moment matrix.
(3) Normalize the affine region to a circular one.
(4) Re-detect the new location and scale in the normalized

image.
(5) Go to step 2 if the eigenvalues of the second moment matrix

for the new point are not equal.

The iterations are illustrated in Figure 3.7.

Fig. 3.7 Iterative detection of an affine invariant interest point in the presence of an affine
transformation (top and bottom rows). The first column shows the points used for initial-
ization. The consecutive columns show the points and regions after iterations 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Note that the regions converge after 4 iterations to corresponding image regions.
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Fig. 3.8 Diagram illustrating the affine normalization using the second moment matrices.
Image coordinates are transformed with matrices M

−1/2
L and M

−1/2
R .

The eigenvalues of the second moment matrix (see Equation (3.3))
are used to measure the affine shape of the point neighborhood. More
precisely, we determine the transformation that projects the intensity
pattern of the point neighborhood to one with equal eigenvalues. This
transformation is given by the square root of the second moment matrix
M1/2. It can be shown that if the neighborhoods of two points xR and
xL are related by an affine transformation, then their normalized ver-
sions, xR = M

−1/2
R x′

R and xL = M
−1/2
L x′

L, are related by a simple rota-
tion x′

L = Rx′
R [13, 121]. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.8. The

matrices M ′
L and M ′

R computed in the normalized frames are rotation
matrices as well. Note that rotation preserves the eigenvalue ratio for
an image patch, therefore, the affine deformation can be determined
only up to a rotation factor.

The estimation of affine shape can be applied to any initial point
given that the determinant of the second moment matrix is larger than
zero and the signal to noise ratio is sufficiently large. We can therefore
use this technique to estimate the shape of initial regions provided by
the Harris-Laplace detector.

The output of the Harris-Affine detector on two images of the same
scene is shown in Figure 3.9. Apart from the scale, also the shape of
the regions is now adapted to the underlying intensity patterns, so as
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Fig. 3.9 Harris-Affine regions generated for two different views of a planar scene (subset).
In spite of the affine deformation, the region shapes clearly correspond.

to ensure that the same part of the object surface is covered in spite of
the deformations caused by the viewpoint change.

3.5 Edge-based Regions

A more heuristic technique to obtain affine invariance is to exploit the
geometry of the edges that can usually be found in the proximity of
a Harris corner. Such a method has been proposed by Tuytelaars and
Van Gool [247, 249]. The rationale behind this approach is that edges
are typically rather stable image features, that can be detected over
a range of viewpoints, scales and illumination changes. Moreover, by
exploiting the edge geometry, the dimensionality of the problem can
be significantly reduced. Indeed, as will be shown next, the 6D search
problem over all possible affinities (or 4D, once the center point is fixed)
can be reduced to a one-dimensional problem by exploiting the nearby
edges geometry. In practice, we start from a Harris corner point p (see
Section 3.2) [84] and a nearby edge, extracted with the Canny edge
detector [29]. To increase the robustness to scale changes, these basic
features are extracted at multiple scales. Two points p1 and p2 move
away from the corner in both directions along the edge, as shown in
Figure 3.10. Their relative speed is coupled through the equality of
relative affine invariant parameters l1 and l2:

li =
∫

abs(|pi
(1)(si)p − pi(si)|)dsi (3.5)
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q

Fig. 3.10 The edge-based region detector starts from a corner point p and exploits nearby
edge information.

with si an arbitrary curve parameter (in both directions, i = 1,2),
pi

(1)(si) the first derivative of pi(si) with respect to si, abs( ) the abso-
lute value and | · · · | the determinant. This condition prescribes that
the areas between the joint 〈p,p1〉 and the edge and between the joint
〈p,p2〉 and the edge remain identical. From now on, we simply use l

when referring to l1 = l2.
For each value l, the two points p1(l) and p2(l) together with the

corner p define a parallelogram Ω(l): the parallelogram spanned by the
vectors p1(l) − p and p2(l) − p (see Figure 3.10). This yields a one-
dimensional family of parallelogram-shaped regions as a function of l.
From this 1D family one (or a few) parallelogram(s) are selected for
which the following photometric quantities of the texture go through
an extremum.

Inv1 = abs
( |p1 − pg p2 − pg|

|p − p1 p − p2|
)

M1
00√

M2
00M

0
00 − (M1

00)2

Inv2 = abs
( |p − pg q − pg|

|p − p1 p − p2|
)

M1
00√

M2
00M

0
00 − (M1

00)2
(3.6)

with

Mn
pq =

∫
Ω

In(x,y)xpyq dxdy

pg =
(

M1
10

M1
00

,
M1

01

M1
00

)
(3.7)
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Fig. 3.11 Originally detected region shapes for the edge-based regions (subset).

with Mn
pq the nth order, (p + q)th degree moment computed over the

region Ω(l), pg the center of gravity of the region, weighted with inten-
sity I(x,y), and q the corner of the parallelogram opposite to the corner
point p (see Figure 3.10). The second factor in these formula has been
added to ensure invariance under an intensity offset.

For straight edges, l = 0 along the entire edge. In that case, the
two photometric quantities given in Equation (3.7) are combined and
locations where both functions reach a minimum value are taken to fix
the parameters s1 and s2. Moreover, instead of relying on the Harris
corner detection, the straight lines intersection point can be used
instead. Examples of detected regions are displayed in Figure 3.11.

3.5.1 From Parallelograms to Ellipses

Note that the regions found with this method are parallelograms. This
is in contrast to many other affine invariant detectors (for example
those based on the second moment matrix) for which the output shape
is an ellipse. For uniformity and convenience in comparison, it is some-
times advantageous to convert these parallelogram-shaped regions into
ellipses. This can be achieved by selecting an ellipse with the same first-
and second-order moments as the originally detected region, which is an
affine covariant construction method. The elliptical regions generated
with this procedure are shown in Figure 3.12. Note though that some
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Fig. 3.12 Edge-based regions generated for the two example images, represented with
ellipses (subset).

information is lost during this conversion, as ellipses have a rotational
degree of freedom, which was fixed in the original representation.

3.6 Discussion

Several methods for corner detection have been described in this chap-
ter. As discussed earlier, corner based features do not necessarily cor-
respond to real corners in the 3D world. Indeed, the goal is to extract
stable features, that can be matched well in spite of changes in viewing
conditions.

The Harris detector was identified as the most stable one in many
independent evaluations [83, 138, 215]. There are also multi-scale as
well as scale and affine invariant extensions of this approach. It is a
convenient tool for providing a large number of features. Alternatively,
the SUSAN detector can be used. It is more efficient but also more
sensitive to noise. An optimized SUSAN detector using machine learn-
ing techniques is described in Section 6.3. As discussed in Sections 2.2
and 2.3 contour based corner detectors are suitable for line drawing
images but in natural scenes intensity based methods are typically more
stable.

It is important to note that the affine transformation model only
holds for viewpoint changes in case of locally planar regions and assum-
ing the camera is relatively far from the object. However, corners are
often found near object boundaries as this is where the intensity change
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usually occurs. Hence, the region extraction process is often based on
measurements on non-planar structures, e.g., including background or
another facet of the object. In these cases, the viewpoint invariance
will be limited and also the robustness to background changes will be
affected. A possible way out has been indicated in the work of [251].
Detectors that search for region boundaries like EBR are less affected
by this phenomenon. The measurement regions can then be delimited
by the detected contours, thus excluding the non-planar parts in many
practical situations.

On the positive side, compared to other types of features, corners are
typically better localized in the image plane. This localization accuracy
can be important for some applications, e.g., for camera calibration or
3D reconstruction. Their scale however is not well defined as a corner
structure changes very little over a wide range of scales. The reason why
scale selection still works with the Harris detector is that the feature
point is localized not exactly on the corner edge but slightly inside the
corner structure.



4
Blob Detectors

After corners, the second most intuitive local features are blobs. As
it was the case in the previous section, we select a few methods that
have proved successful in many applications and describe these in more
detail. These methods typically provide complementary features to the
ones discussed in the previous chapter. We start with a derivative-
based method: the Hessian detector (Section 4.1). Next, we consider the
scale-invariant and affine invariant extensions of this method, coined
Hessian-Laplace and Hessian-Affine (Section 4.2). Finally, we describe
the salient region detector, which is based on the entropy of the inten-
sity probability distribution (Section 4.3). We conclude the chapter with
a short discussion.

4.1 Hessian Detector

The second 2 × 2 matrix issued from the Taylor expansion of the image
intensity function I(x) is the Hessian matrix:

H =
[
Ixx(x,σD) Ixy(x,σD)
Ixy(x,σD) Iyy(x,σD)

]
(4.1)

with Ixx etc. second-order Gaussian smoothed image derivatives. These
encode the shape information by describing how the normal to an
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isosurface changes. As such, they capture important properties of local
image structure. Particularly interesting are the filters based on the
determinant and the trace of this matrix. The latter is often referred
to as the Laplacian. Local maxima of both measures can be used to
detect blob-like structures in an image [16].

The Laplacian is a separable linear filter and can be approximated
efficiently with a Difference of Gaussians (DoG) filter. The Lapla-
cian filters have one major drawback in the context of blob extrac-
tion though. Local maxima are often found near contours or straight
edges, where the signal change is only in one direction [138]. These
maxima are less stable because their localization is more sensitive
to noise or small changes in neighboring texture. This is mostly an
issue in the context of finding correspondences for recovering image
transformations. A more sophisticated approach, solving this prob-
lem, is to select a location and scale for which the trace and the
determinant of the Hessian matrix simultaneously assume a local
extremum.

This gives rise to points, for which the second order derivatives
detect signal changes in two orthogonal directions. A similar idea is
explored in the Harris detector, albeit for first-order derivatives only.

The feature detection process based on the Hessian matrix is illus-
trated in Figure 4.1. Given the original image (upper left), one first
computes the second-order Gaussian smoothed image derivatives (lower
part), which are then combined into the determinant of the Hessian
(upper right).

The interest points detected with the determinant of the Hessian for
an example image pair are displayed in Figure 4.2. The second-order
derivatives are symmetric filters, thus they give weak responses exactly
in the point where the signal change is most significant. Therefore,
the maxima are localized at ridges and blobs for which the size of the
Gaussian kernel σD matches by the size of the blob structure.

4.2 Hessian-Laplace/Affine

The Hessian-Laplace and Hessian-Affine detectors are similar in spirit
as their Harris-based counterparts Harris-Laplace and Harris-Affine,
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Fig. 4.1 Illustration of the components of the Hessian matrix and Hessian determinant.

Fig. 4.2 Output of the Hessian detector applied at a given scale to example images with
rotation (subset).

described in Section 3.4, except that they start from the determinant of
the Hessian rather than the Harris corners. This turns the methods into
viewpoint invariant blob-detectors. They have also been proposed by
Mikolajczyk and Schmid [143], and are complementary to their Harris-
based counterparts, in the sense that they respond to a different type
of feature in the image. An example of the detection result is shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for the scale-invariant Hessian-Laplace and affine
invariant Hessian-Affine, respectively.
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Fig. 4.3 Output of Hessian-Laplace detector applied to example images with scale change
(subset).

Fig. 4.4 Hessian-Affine regions generated for two views of the example scene (subset).

Like in the Harris based detector the number of regions found with
the Hessian-Laplace detector can be controlled by thresholding the
Hessian determinant as well as the Laplacian response. Typically a
large number of features can be extracted resulting in a good cover-
age of the image, which is one of the advantages of the Hessian-based
detector.

Furthermore, this detector also responds to some corner structures
at fine scale (see Figure 4.1). The returned locations, however, are more
suitable for scale estimation than the Harris points due to the use of
similar filters for spatial and scale localization, both based on second-
order Gaussian derivatives. One of the possible extensions of this work
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is to explore the Hessian matrix to use additional shape information
encoded by the eigenvalues of this matrix.

4.3 Salient Regions

Rather than building on the derivative information in the image, the
salient region detector proposed by Kadir and Brady [98] is inspired
by information theory. The basic idea behind this feature detector is to
look for salient features, where saliency is defined as local complexity
or unpredictability. It is measured by the entropy of the probability dis-
tribution function of intensity values within a local image region. How-
ever, looking at entropy alone does not suffice to accurately localize the
features over scales, so as an additional criterion, the self-dissimilarity
in scale-space of the feature is added as an extra weighting function,
favoring well-localized complex features.

Detection proceeds in two steps: first, at each pixel x the entropy H
of the probability distribution p(I) is evaluated over a range of scales s.

H = −
∑

I

p(I) logp(I).

The probability distribution p(I) is estimated empirically based on
the intensity distribution in a circular neighbourhood of radius s

around x. Local maxima of the entropy are recorded. These are candi-
date salient regions. Second, for each of the candidate salient regions
the magnitude of the derivative of p(I) with respect to scale s is
computed as

W =
s2

2s − 1

∑
I

∣∣∣∣∂p(I;s)
∂s

∣∣∣∣ .
The saliency Y is then computed as

Y = WH.

The candidate salient regions over the entire image are ranked by their
saliency Y, and the top P ranked regions are retained.

Also an affine invariant version of the detector has been proposed,
where local maxima over the scale s and the shape parameters (orien-
tation θ and ratio of major to minor axes λ of an elliptical region)
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Fig. 4.5 Salient regions found for the two example images related to a change in viewpoint
(subset).

are sought simultaneously. However, this seriously slows down the
computation.

Examples of detected regions, using the affine invariant version, are
displayed in Figure 4.5. More details about this method can be found
in [99].

4.3.1 Discussion

Because of the weighting factor measuring the self-dissimilarity over
scale, the detector typically fires on blob-like structures in the image.
That is why we have catalogued the method as a blob detector. But
note that in contrast to other blob detectors the contrast of the blobs
does not have any influence on the detection.

The number of features found with this method is typically rela-
tively low. Unlike for many other detectors the ranking of the extracted
features is meaningful due to the entropy based criteria with the ones
from the top the most stable. This property has been explored in the
context of category-level object recognition, and especially in combi-
nation with classifiers where the complexity largely depends on the
number of features (e.g., [65]).

4.4 Discussion

Blob detectors have been used widely in different application domains.
Apart from the methods described above, also DoG (difference-of-
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Gaussians) [124] and SURF (speeded-up robust features) [15] can be
catalogued as blob detectors. However, since their extraction processes
are focussed on efficiency, we postpone their discussion until Section 6.

Some of the methods described in Section 5 also share common
characteristics with blob detectors. Especially IBR (intensity-based
regions) [248] and MSER (maximally stable extremal regions) [134]
often find blob-like structures in the image. However, apart from blob-
like structures, they also detect other, more irregularly shaped patterns,
which we consider their distinctive property.

Blob detectors are in a sense complementary to corner detectors.
As a result, they are often used together. By using several complemen-
tary feature detectors, the image is better covered and the performance
becomes less dependent on the actual image content. This has been
exploited, e.g., in [110, 140, 231].

In general, blob-like structures tend to be less accurately localized
in the image plane than corners, although their scale and shape are bet-
ter defined than for corners. The location of a corner can be identified
by a single point while blobs can only be localized by their boundaries,
which are often irregular. On the other hand, the scale estimation of a
corner is ill-defined as for example an intersection of edges exists at a
wide range of scales. The boundaries of a blob however, even if irregu-
lar, give a good estimate of the size thus scale of the blob. This makes
them less suited for, e.g., camera calibration or 3D reconstruction. For
object recognition, on the other hand, a precise image localization is
often not necessary, since the entire recognition process is very noisy.
A robust descriptor such as SIFT [124] can match such features nev-
ertheless. The scales of matched blobs allow then to hypothesize the
size of the objects [140], which makes them very useful in recognition
applications.

Finally, the number of features detected with the methods described
above varies greatly. There is often just a few tens of salient regions
found in an image, whereas the Hessian-Laplace or Hessian-Affine
methods allow to extract up to several hundreds or thousands of fea-
tures. Depending on the application and algorithms used, either case
can be advantageous. We refer to Section 7 for a further discussion on
this issue.



5
Region Detectors

In this chapter, we discuss a number of feature detectors which, directly
or indirectly, are concerned with extraction of image regions. First, we
describe the intensity-based regions (Section 5.1), followed by maximally
stable extremal regions (Section 5.2). At the end, we discuss superpix-
els (Section 5.3). These regions are provided by different methods but
focus on similar image structures and share similar properties. Super-
pixels are traditionally not considered as local features and have limited
robustness to changes in viewing conditions but they are currently more
and more used in the context of image recognition. We therefore include
all the above features in the same category.

5.1 Intensity-based Regions

Here we describe a method proposed by Tuytelaars and Van Gool [248,
249] to detect affine invariant regions. It starts from intensity extrema
(detected at multiple scales), and explores the image around them in
a radial way, delineating regions of arbitrary shape, which are then
replaced by ellipses.

More precisely, given a local extremum in intensity, the intensity
function along rays emanating from the extremum is studied (see
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Fig. 5.1 Construction of intensity-based regions.

Figure 5.1). The following function is evaluated along each ray:

f(t) =
abs(I(t) − I0)

max
(∫ t

0 abs(I(t)−I0)dt

t ,d
)

with t an arbitrary parameter along the ray, I(t) the intensity at posi-
tion t, I0 the intensity value at the extremum, and d a small number
which has been added to prevent a division by zero. The point for
which this function reaches an extremum is invariant under affine geo-
metric and linear photometric transformations (given the ray). Typi-
cally, a maximum is reached at positions where the intensity suddenly
increases or decreases. The function f(t) is in itself already invari-
ant. Nevertheless, points are selected where this function reaches an
extremum to make a robust selection. Next, all points corresponding
to maxima of f(t) along rays originating from the same local extremum
are linked to enclose an affine invariant region. This often irregularly
shaped region is replaced by an ellipse having the same shape moments
up to the second-order. This ellipse fitting is an affine covariant con-
struction. An example of regions detected with this method is shown in
Figure 5.2.

5.2 Maximally Stable Extremal Regions

MSER or Maximally Stable Extremal Regions have been proposed by
Matas et al. [134]. A Maximally Stable Extremal Region is a con-
nected component of an appropriately thresholded image. The word
“extremal” refers to the property that all pixels inside the MSER have
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Fig. 5.2 Intensity-based regions found for the graffiti images (subset).

either higher (bright extremal regions) or lower (dark extremal regions)
intensity than all the pixels on its outer boundary. The “maximally
stable” in MSER describes the property optimized in the threshold
selection process.

The set of extremal regions E , i.e., the set of all connected compo-
nents obtained by thresholding, has a number of desirable properties.
First, a monotonic change of image intensities leaves E unchanged. Sec-
ond, continuous geometric transformations preserve topology — pixels
from a single connected component are transformed to a single con-
nected component. Finally, there are no more extremal regions than
there are pixels in the image. So a set of regions was defined that is
preserved under a broad class of geometric and photometric changes
and yet has the same cardinality as, e.g., the set of fixed-sized square
windows commonly used in narrow-baseline matching.

The enumeration of the set of extremal regions E is very efficient,
almost linear in the number of image pixels. The enumeration proceeds
as follows. First, pixels are sorted by intensity. After sorting, pixels are
marked in the image (either in decreasing or increasing order) and the
list of growing and merging connected components and their areas is
maintained using the union-find algorithm [219]. During the enumer-
ation process, the area of each connected component as a function of
intensity is stored. Among the extremal regions, the “maximally sta-
ble” ones are those corresponding to thresholds for which the relative
area change as a function of relative change of threshold is at a local
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minimum. In other words, the MSER are the parts of the image where
local binarization is stable over a large range of thresholds. The defi-
nition of MSER stability based on relative area change is invariant to
affine transformations (both photometrically and geometrically).

Detection of MSER is related to thresholding, since every extremal
region is a connected component of a thresholded image. However, no
global or “optimal” threshold is sought, all thresholds are tested and
the stability of the connected components evaluated. The output of
the MSER detector is not a binarized image. For some parts of the
image, multiple stable thresholds exist and a system of nested subsets
is output in this case.

For many of the affine invariant detectors the output shape is an
ellipse. However, for MSER it is not. Examples of the original regions
detected are given in Figure 5.3. Using the same procedure as explained
above for the IBR, an ellipse can be fitted based on the first and second
shape moments. This results in a set of features as shown in Figure 5.4.
Alternatively, a local affine frame can be defined based on a set of sta-
ble points along the region contour [135]. This provides an alternative
scheme to normalize the region against affine deformations.

5.2.1 Discussion

The MSER features typically anchor on region boundaries, thus
the resulting regions are accurately localized compared to other

Fig. 5.3 Regions detected with MSER on the graffiti images (subset).
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Fig. 5.4 Final MSER regions for the graffiti images (subset).

blob-detectors. The method works best for structured images which can
be segmented well — ideally an image with uniform regions separated
by strong intensity changes. On the downside, it was found to be sensi-
tive to image blur [145], which can be explained by the fact that image
blur undermines the stability criterion. This issue was addressed in its
recent extension in [177]. The method is also relatively fast. It is cur-
rently the most efficient among the affine invariant feature detectors.
It has been used mostly for recognizing or matching specific objects
(e.g., [166, 231]) and showed lower performance for object class recog-
nition [139].

5.3 Segmentation-based Methods (Superpixels)

The two methods described above extract small regions whose intensity
patterns clearly stand out with respect to their immediate surround-
ings. This is reminiscent of traditional image segmentation techniques.
However, image segments are typically relatively large — too large, in
fact, to be used as local features. By increasing the number of segments
a new image representation can be obtained where the image segments
typically have the right trade-off between locality and distinctiveness
required in most local features-based applications (see Figure 5.5). This
low-level grouping of pixels into atomic regions has been advocated by
Mori et al. [159] and Ren and Malik [184], who refer to the resulting
atomic regions as superpixels. This terminology refers to the fact that
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Fig. 5.5 Superpixels generated for the example image.

superpixels can be considered as a more natural and perceptually more
meaningful alternative for the original image pixels.

In [159, 184], superpixels are extracted from the image using nor-
malized cuts [227], but any data driven segmentation methods can be
used here. The normalized cuts based approach is a classical image
segmentation algorithm which exploits pairwise brightness, color, or
texture affinities between pixels. To enforce locality, only local connec-
tions are taken into account when constructing the affinity matrix. An
example of superpixels is shown in Figure 5.5.

In contrast to traditional local features, by construction superpixels
cover the entire image and do not overlap. Multiple segmentations can
also be used to increase the possibility of object boundaries coinciding
with boundaries between adjacent superpixels, except for small contour
details and invisible contours. All superpixels extracted from an image
have similar scale, so the method is not scale-invariant. An alternative
construction method, based on Constrained Delauney Triangulation,
has been proposed to obtain robustness against scale change [183].

These features are less suited for matching or object recognition, as
the regions are uniform therefore not discriminative and the repeata-
bility of boundary extraction is low. They have been used successfully
for modeling and exploiting mid-level visual cues, such as curvilinear
continuity, region grouping, or figure/ground organization for semantic
image segmentation.
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5.4 Discussion

The local features detected with the methods described above typi-
cally represent homogeneous regions. While this is acceptable for the
detection step, it may incur problems for the later description and
matching. Indeed, homogeneous regions lack distinctiveness. Fortu-
nately, this can easily be overcome by increasing the measurement
region. In other words, we use a larger scale region to compute the
descriptor, such that it also contains part of the surrounding image
structures and captures the shape of the region boundary. This usually
suffices to increase the discriminative power and match regions between
images.

Intensity-based regions and maximally stable extremal regions typ-
ically give very similar features. These methods are therefore not com-
plementary. IBR may break down when the region is non-convex, but
it is more robust to small gaps in the region contour. MSER, on the
other hand, has been shown to be relatively sensitive to image blur
in [145], as this directly affects the stability criterion. This problem has
been recently addressed in [177]. However, apart from the case of image
blur, MSER scores best with respect to repeatability in [145].

As discussed earlier, region detectors often detect blob-like struc-
tures — although they are not restricted to this type of regions. As a
result, they are less complementary to blobs then to corners.

Region-based detectors are typically quite accurate in their local-
ization. They work especially well for images with a well structured
scene, clearly delineated regions, such as images containing objects with
printed surfaces, buildings etc.

Even though superpixels share some characteristics with the other
region detectors, they are not the same. They are non-overlapping,
and cover the entire image. Their repeatability suffers from the weak
robustness of the segmentation methods. Most importantly, they have
been developed in a different context, where the idea is to speed up
the image analysis by focussing on the superpixels only instead of ana-
lyzing all pixels. Superpixels are hence considered as a bigger equiv-
alent of pixels, which can be described to a first approximation by
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a single intensity or color value. This is in contrast to local features
which should be distinctive and, in the ideal case, uniquely identifiable.
However, using region boundaries to build distinctive descriptors may
overcome the occlusion problem from which traditional interest points
suffer [68].
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Efficient Implementations

Most feature detectors described so far involve the computation of
derivatives or more complex measures such as the second moment
matrix for the Harris detector or entropy for the salient regions detec-
tor. Since this step needs to be repeated for each and every location in
feature coordinate space which includes position, scale and shape, this
makes the feature extraction process computationally expensive, thus
not suitable for many applications.

In this section we describe several feature detectors that have been
developed with computational efficiency as one of the main objectives.
The DoGs detector approximates the Laplacian using multiple scale-
space pyramids (see Section 6.1). SURF makes use of integral images
to efficiently compute a rough approximation of the Hessian matrix
(Section 6.2). FAST evaluates only a limited number of individual pixel
intensities using decision trees (see Section 6.3).

6.1 Difference-of-Gaussians

The Difference-of-Gaussians detector, or DoG for short, has been pro-
posed in [47, 76, 81, 124, 126]. It is a scale-invariant detector which
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extracts blobs in the image by approximating the Laplacian L2
xx + L2

yy

(see also Section 4.1). Based on the diffusion equation in scale-space
theory [117, 234, 258], it can be shown that the Laplacian corresponds
to the derivative of the image in the scale direction. Since the differ-
ence between neighboring points in a given direction approximates the
derivative in this direction, the difference between images at different
scales approximates the derivative with respect to scale. Furthermore,
Gaussian blurring is often applied to generate images at various scales.
Hence, the DoG images produce responses which approximate the LoG.
The computation of second-order derivatives in x and y directions is
then avoided, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.

The actual computation scheme is illustrated in Figure 6.2. The
image is smoothed several times with a Gaussian convolution mask.
These smoothed versions are combined pairwise to compute a set of
DoG blob response maps. Local maxima in these maps are located
both over space and over scales with non-maximal suppression, and
the locations are further refined with quadratic interpolation. After a
few smoothing steps, the image can be subsampled to process the next
octave.

Since the Laplacian gives strong response on edges, an additional
filtering step is added, where the eigenvalues of the full Hessian matrix
are computed and their strengths evaluated. This filtering step does
not affect the overall processing time too much, as it is only needed
for a limited number of image locations and scales. The DoG features
detected in our example images are shown in Figure 6.3. Several frames
per second can be processed with this method.

Fig. 6.1 The Laplacian can be approximated as a difference of two Gaussian smoothed
images.
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Fig. 6.2 Overview of the DoG-detection scheme.

Fig. 6.3 Local features detected with the DoG-detector.

6.2 SURF: Speeded Up Robust Features

In the context of realtime face detection, Viola and Jones have proposed
to use integral images [252], which allow for very fast computation of
Haar wavelets or any box-type convolution filter. First, we will describe
the basic idea of integral images. Then we show how this technique can
be used to obtain a fast approximation of the Hessian matrix, as used
in SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [15].

6.2.1 Integral Images

The entry of an integral image IΣ(x) at a location x = (x, y) represents
the sum of all pixels in the input image I of a rectangular region formed
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Fig. 6.4 Using integral images, it takes only four operations to calculate the area of a
rectangular region of any size.

by the origin and x.

IΣ(x) =
i≤x∑
i=0

j≤y∑
j=0

I(i, j). (6.1)

Once the integral image has been computed, it takes four additions
to calculate the sum of the intensities over any upright, rectangular
area, as shown in Figure 6.4. Moreover, the calculation time is inde-
pendent of the size of the rectangular area.

6.2.2 SURF

SURF or Speeded Up Robust Features have been proposed by Bay
et al. [15, 14]. It is a scale-invariant feature detector based on the
Hessian-matrix, as is, e.g., the Hessian-Laplace detector (see Sec-
tion 4.2). However, rather than using a different measure for selecting
the location and the scale, the determinant of the Hessian is used for
both. The Hessian matrix is roughly approximated, using a set of box-
type filters, and no smoothing is applied when going from one scale to
the next.

Gaussians are optimal for scale-space analysis [7, 67, 106, 117], but
in practice they have to be discretized (Figure 6.5 left) which introduces
artifacts, in particular in small Gaussian Kernels. SURF pushes the
approximation even further, using the box filters as shown in the right
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Fig. 6.5 Left to right: the (discretised and cropped) Gaussian second-order partial derivative
in y-direction and xy-direction respectively; SURF’s box-filter approximation for the second-
order Gaussian partial derivative in y-direction and xy-direction. The gray regions are equal
to zero.

half of Figure 6.5. These approximate second-order Gaussian deriva-
tives, and can be evaluated very fast using integral images, indepen-
dently of their size. Surprisingly, in spite of the rough approximations,
the performance of the feature detector is comparable to the results
obtained with the discretized Gaussians. Box filters can produce a suf-
ficient approximation of the Gaussian derivatives as there are many
other sources of significant noise in the processing chain.

The 9 × 9 box filters in Figure 6.5 are approximations for a Gaussian
with σ = 1.2 and represent the finest scale (i.e., highest spatial resolu-
tion). We will denote them by Dxx, Dyy, and Dxy. The weights applied
to the rectangular regions are kept simple for computational efficiency,
but we need to further balance the relative weights in the expression for
the Hessian’s determinant with |Lxy(1.2)|F |Dxx/yy(9)|F

|Lxx/yy(1.2)|F |Dxy(9)|F = 0.616 . . . � 0.6
for the smallest scale, where |x|F is the Frobenius norm. This yields

det(Happrox) = DxxDyy + (0.6Dxy)2. (6.2)

The approximated determinant of the Hessian represents the blob
response in the image at location x. These responses are stored in a
blob response map, and local maxima are detected and refined using
quadratic interpolation, as with DoG (see Section 6.1). Figure 6.6 shows
the result of the SURF detector for our example images. SURF has been
reported to be more than five times faster than DoG.

6.3 FAST: Features from Accelerated Segment Test

The FAST detector, introduced by Rosten and Drummond in [202, 203]
builds on the SUSAN detector [232] previously discussed in Section 3.3.
SUSAN computes the fraction of pixels within a neighborhood which
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Fig. 6.6 Local features detected with the SURF-detector.

have similar intensity to the center pixel. This idea is taken further by
FAST, which compares pixels only on a circle of fixed radius around
the point. The test criterion operates by considering a circle of 16 pix-
els around the corner candidate (see Figure 6.7). Initially pixels 1 and
2 are compared with a threshold, then 3 and 4 as well as the remain-
ing ones at the end. The pixels are classified into dark, similar, and
brighter subsets. The ID3 algorithm from [178] is used to select the
pixels which yield the most information about whether the candidate
pixel is a corner. This is measured by the entropy of the positive and

2

4 3

1

Fig. 6.7 Illustration of pixels examined by the FAST detector.
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Fig. 6.8 Local features detected with the FAST detector.

negative corner classification responses based on this pixel. The pro-
cess is applied recursively on all three subsets and terminates when
the entropy of a subset is zero. The decision tree resulting from this
partitioning is then converted into C-code, creating a long string of
nested if-then-else statements which is compiled and used as a corner
detector. Finally non-maxima suppression is applied on the sum of the
absolute difference between the pixels in the circle and the center pixel.
This results in a very efficient detector which is up to 30 times faster
than the DoG detector discussed in Section 6.1 — albeit not invariant
to scale changes. The FAST features found in our example images are
displayed in Figure 6.8.

An extension to a multi-scale detector by scale selection with the
Laplacian function was proposed in [112]. They estimate the Laplacian
using gray-level differences between pixels on the circle and the central
one and retain only the locations where this estimate is largest. This
proves to be sufficient to produce a large number of keypoint candidates
from which the unstable ones are filtered out during the recognition
process.

6.4 Discussion

The ultimate goal of methods focussing on efficiency is often realtime
processing of a video stream or dealing with large amounts of data.
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However, to some extent, this is a moving target. Computation power
increases rapidly over time but so does the number of features we
extract or the size of the databases we deal with. Moreover, feature
detection is not the final goal, but just the first step in a processing
chain, followed by matching, tracking, object recognition, etc. In many
applications significant performance improvement can be obtained just
by increasing the number of training examples. Efficiency is therefore
one of the major properties equally important to invariance or robust-
ness which should be considered when designing or selecting a feature
detector.

Coming back to the first point, especially the advent of powerful
graphical processing units opens up new possibilities. Apart from the
methods described above, which obtain a speedup by platform indepen-
dent algorithmic changes, further speedups become possible by exploit-
ing the special structure and parallelism that can be realized with
GPUs. Some examples of such work can be found in [89, 230]. An
FPGA-based implementation of the Harris-Affine feature detector (see
Section 3.4) is discussed in [28] and of the DoG detector (see Section 6.1
in [216]. This significantly reduces the time needed to compute all fea-
tures on a normal-sized image and enables video frame rate processing.
In spite of this new trend, the basic ideas and methods described in this
section still hold, as they are sufficiently general and widely applicable.

Finally, more efficient methods usually come at a price. A trade-
off has to be made between efficiency on the one hand and accuracy
or repeatability on the other hand. Surprisingly, the DoG, SURF, and
FAST detectors are competitive with the standard, more computation-
ally expensive feature detectors and may produce better results for
some applications.
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Discussion and Conclusion

In this final section of our survey, we give an overview of the pre-
viously discussed methods and highlight their respective strengths and
weaknesses. We give some hints on how to use these features, and on
how to select the appropriate feature detector for a given application.
Finally, we discuss some open issues and future research directions.

7.1 How to Select Your Feature Detector?

Below, we give a few guidelines on what feature detector to use for a
given application. This does not give a precise and definitive answer,
but indicates a few points one needs to consider when searching for a
suitable detector. We refer the reader to Section 1.4 where we define
the properties of local features often mentioned here.

First, we organized the feature detectors in this survey based on
the type of image structures they extract — corners, blobs or regions.
Depending on the image content, some of these image structures are
more common than others, thus the number of features found with a
given detector may vary for different image categories. If little is known
about the image content in advance, it is generally recommended to
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combine different complementary detectors, i.e., extracting different
types of features.

Second, feature detectors can be distinguished based on the level
of invariance. There have been many evaluations which focus on this
property [145, 157, 215]. One might be tempted to always select the
highest level of invariance available, so as to compensate for as much
variability as possible. However, the discriminative power of features
is reduced at increased levels of invariance. As more patterns are to
be judged equivalent, there is more parameters to estimate, thus more
possible sources of noise. Also, the feature detection process becomes
more complex, which affects both the computational complexity as well
as the repeatability. As a result, a basic rule of thumb is to use no more
invariance than what is truly needed by the application at hand. More-
over, if the expected transformations are relatively small, it is often
better to count on the robustness of the feature detection and descrip-
tion rather than to increase the level of invariance. That is also the
reason why feature detectors invariant to perspective transformations
are of little use.

All detectors discussed in this survey are invariant to translations
and rotations. The former automatically follows from the use of local
features. The latter can be achieved relatively easily at limited extra
cost. Sometimes, rotation invariance is not required — e.g., if all images
are taken upright and the objects are always upright as well (buildings,
cars, etc.). In these cases, the rotation invariant detectors can be com-
bined with a rotation variant descriptor, to ensure good discriminative
power. In all other cases, a descriptor with at most the same level of
invariance as the detector is preferred.

Finally, there are a number of qualitative properties of the detec-
tors to consider. Depending on the application scenario, some of these
properties are more crucial than others. When dealing with category-
level object recognition, robustness to small appearance variations is
important to deal with the within-class variability. When fitting a para-
metric model to the data, as for camera calibration or 3D modeling,
the localization accuracy is essential. For online applications or appli-
cations where a large amount of data needs to be processed, efficiency
is the most important criterion.
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7.2 Summary on the Detectors

Table 7.1 gives an overview of the most important properties for the
feature detectors described in Sections 3–6.

The feature detectors in Table 7.1 are organized in 4 groups accord-
ing to their invariance: rotation, similarity, affine, and perspective.
We compare the properties within each group. For rotation invariant
features the highest repeatability and localization accuracy in many
tests has been obtained by the Harris detector. The Hessian detector
finds blobs which are not as well localized and requires second-order
derivatives to be computed. The SUSAN detector avoids computation
of derivatives and is known for its efficiency, however the absence of
smoothing makes it more susceptible to noise. All the rotation invariant
methods are suitable for applications where only the spatial location
of the features is used and no large scale changes are expected, e.g.,
structure from motion or camera calibration.

In the scale-invariant group Harris-Laplace shows high repeatabil-
ity and localization accuracy inherited from the Harris detector [215].
However, its scale estimation is less accurate due to the multiscale
nature of corners. Hessian-Laplace is more robust than its single scale
version [145]. This is due to the fact that blob-like structures are bet-
ter localized in scale than corners and the detector benefits from mul-
tiscale analysis although it is less accurately localized in the image
plane. DoG and SURF detectors were designed for efficiency and the
other properties are slightly compromised. However, for most applica-
tions they are still more than sufficient. Quantity and good coverage
of the image are crucial in recognition applications, where localization
accuracy is less important. Thus, Hessian-Laplace detectors have been
successful in various categorization tasks although there are detectors
with higher repeatability rate. Random and dense sampling also provide
good results in this context which confirms the coverage requirements
of recognition methods [169] — although they result in far less com-
pact representations than the interest points. DoG detector performs
extremely well in matching [26] and image retrieval [124] probably due
to a good balance between spatial localization and scale estimation
accuracy.
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Note that for the scale and affine invariant detectors, the difference
between corner and blob detectors becomes less outspoken, with most
detectors detecting a mixture of both feature types — although they
still show a preference for either type.

The affine invariant Harris and Hessian follow the observations from
previous groups. Salient regions require to compute a histogram and
its entropy for each region candidate in scale or affine space, which
results in large computational cost [145]. On the positive side the
regions can be ranked according to their complexity or information
content. Some applications exploit this and use only a small subset of
the salient regions while still obtaining a good performance in, e.g.,
recognition [65]. Originally, they were only scale-invariant, but later
they have been extended to affine invariance. The edge based regions
focus on corners formed by edge junctions which gives good localiza-
tion accuracy and repeatability but the number of detected features is
small.

The region detectors are based on the idea of segmenting bound-
aries of uniform regions. Intensity based regions use a heuristic method
and find similar regions to MSER. Superpixels are typically based on
segmentation methods which are computationally expensive like nor-
malized cuts. The level of invariance of superpixels depends mostly on
the segmentation algorithm used. In contrast to superpixels, MSER
selects only the most stable regions which results in high repeatabil-
ity. MSER is also efficient due to the use of a watershed segmenta-
tion algorithm. Affine invariant detectors are beneficial in cases where
extreme geometric deformations are expected. Otherwise their scale-
invariant counterparts usually perform better, in particular for category
recognition [139]. This can be understood from the fact that view-
point changes up to 30 degrees can usually be dealt with by robustness
instead of invariance. Affine deformations are more frequent when the
same objects are observed from significantly different viewpoints, e.g.,
in the context of matching or retrieval. In the case of category recog-
nition variability of object appearance dominates over deformations
due to viewpoint changes and affine invariance typically brings little
improvement.
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7.3 Future Work

So far no theory emerged which would provide guidance in what fea-
tures should be extracted from images or how they should be sampled
regardless the application. It is not clear whether it is possible to have
a more principled theory on generic feature extraction.

Since memory requirements became less of an issue, brute-force
approaches which extract various types of features, densely covering
images seem to obtain better and better results, e.g., in object cate-
gory recognition. However, it has been shown frequently that careful
design of image measurements leads to better performance regardless
the subsequent components of the system. Even though a lot of progress
has been made in the domain of feature extraction — especially with
respect to the level of invariance, and even though impressive applica-
tions have been built using local features, they still have a number
of shortcomings. We would like to emphasize again that for differ-
ent applications different feature properties may be important and the
success of an approach largely depends on the appropriate selection
of features. For example in an application like registration of a scene
observed from different viewpoints the underlying principles are very
clear and repeatability, invariance as well as quantity of features, as
defined in Section 1.4, are crucial. In category recognition it is hard
to define and measure the repeatability therefore robustness to small
appearance variations matters more.

7.3.1 Limited Repeatability

In spite of their success, the repeatability of the local feature detec-
tors is still very limited, with repeatability scores below 50% being
quite common (see e.g., [145]). This indicates there is still room for
improvement.

7.3.2 Limited Robustness

One of the major drawbacks of all feature detectors is a weak robust-
ness to various transformations in particular in estimation of local
scale and shape. The extraction methods are very unstable for small
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regions. They produce stable scale and shape estimates for large sup-
port regions but then other effects like occlusion and background
clutter start to affect the results. Methods that extract stable fea-
tures over a wide range of scales will be very beneficial for various
applications.

7.3.3 Lack of Semantic Interpretation

After vector quantization, these local features are often referred to as
visual words or object parts. Yet, this is over-optimistic, as they do not
have any semantic connotation. They are just local image fragments
which sometimes correspond to meaningful object parts (e.g., wheels
of a car) only by coincidence. From a purely bottom-up approach, this
is all one can expect. Yet, bringing in top-down information or external
knowledge about the world, semantically meaningful object parts could
probably be discovered. This could be in the form of an intermediate
level representation, or as novel category-specific local features that are
learnt from a set of training data.

7.3.4 Automatic Selection of the Optimal Feature Detector

There is a range of feature detectors available, which all have their
strengths and weaknesses. Which one performs best depends not only
on the application, but also on the image content. To circumvent
this problem, researchers often use several detectors in parallel. How-
ever, this has a negative impact on the needed computation time.
A tool that could quickly gather some image statistics and suggest the
most suitable detector would be a valuable instrument for time-critical
applications.

7.3.5 Complementary Features

New image measurements with a focus on complementarity of features
is another direction to explore. Overcomplete representations, which
result from the simultaneous use of multiple detectors provide a tem-
porary solution only in spite of efficient multi-type feature detectors.
An efficient combination of complementary detectors or a multi-type
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detector providing complementary features for compact representation
would be much more useful given the increasing amounts of data to
process.

7.3.6 Performance Evaluation

By far the most frequently used evaluation measure is the repeata-
bility of features. While this is one of the most important properties
it does not guarantee high performance in a given application. New
criteria should take into account all the properties discussed in Sec-
tion 1.4. Another property that is crucial for generative recognition
approaches and should also be addressed in general performance eval-
uations is the reconstruction capability of features. Furthermore, com-
plementarity measures of various detectors are still to be defined. In
general, a more principled and probabilistic way of evaluating features
which would give a good performance prediction in various applica-
tions would be valuable. There is sufficient amount of test data which
emphasizes various aspects of features and was explicitly created for
evaluating feature detectors. It would be useful to organize it in a
common evaluation framework with well defined tests and criteria.
Automatic tools which would perform extensive evaluations given a
feature detector with specified input and output format, would be of
great use.

7.4 Conclusions

Local features are a popular tool for image description nowadays.
They are the standard representation for wide baseline matching and
object recognition, both for specific objects as well as for category-level
schemes.

In this survey, we gave an overview of some of the most widely used
detectors, with a qualitative evaluation of their respective strengths
and weaknesses, which can be found at the end of the sections and
chapters. We also put the work on local feature detection in context,
by summarizing the progress in feature detection from the early days
of computer vision up to now. These early works from the pre-internet
era tend to be forgotten. Yet they contain valuable insights and ideas,
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that can inspire future research on local features and avoid a waste of
resources by reinventing the wheel. The literature is huge, and we could
only touch the different contributions without going into details. Yet,
we hope to provide the right pointers so those who are interested have
a starting point and can delve deeper if they want to.
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